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Recently, there is strong interest in the through-wall sensing capabilities of radar 

for use in law enforcement, search and rescue, and urban military operations. Due to the 

high attenuation of walls, through-wall radar typically operates in the low GHz frequency 

region, where resolution is limited. It is worthwhile to explore other means of 

propagating radar waves into and back out of a building’s interior for sensing 

applications. One possibility is through duct-like structures that are commonly found in a 

building, such as metal pipes used for plumbing or air conditioning ducts. The objective 

of this dissertation is to investigate techniques to acquire radar images of targets through 

a pipe. 

First, using the pipe as an electromagnetic propagation channel is studied. A 

modal approach previously developed for computing the radar cross-section of a circular 

duct is modified to compute the transmission through a pipe. This modal approach for 

transmission is validated against measured data. It is also shown that a pipe is a high-pass 

propagation channel. The modal analysis is then extended to two-way, through-pipe 

propagation for backscattering analysis. The backscattering from a target is observed 

through a pipe in simulation and measurement. 
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Next, methods to form two-dimensional radar images from backscattering data 

collected through a pipe are explored. Four different methods previously developed for 

free-space imaging are applied to the problem of imaging through a pipe: beamforming, 

matched filter processing, MUSIC, and compressed sensing. In all four methods it is 

necessary to take into account the propagation through the pipe in order to properly 

generate a focused radar image. Each method is demonstrated using simulation and 

validated against measurement data. The beamforming and matched filter methods are 

found to suffer from poor cross-range resolution. To improve resolution, the MUSIC 

algorithm is applied and shown to give superior resolution at the expense of more 

complicated data collection. The final method, compressed sensing, is shown to achieve 

good cross-range resolution with simpler data collection. A comparison of the tradeoffs 

between the four methods is summarized and discussed. 

Two additional extensions are studied. First, a method for computing the 

transmission through an arbitrary pipe network using the generalized scattering matrix 

approach is proposed and implemented. Second, a new method for computing joint time-

frequency distributions based on compressed sensing is applied to analyze the 

backscattering phenomenology from a pipe. 
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Chapter 1:   Introduction 

There is a continuing interest in the capabilities of through-wall radar for use in 

law enforcement, search and rescue, and urban military operations [1]. Research in the 

field of through-wall radar has focused on the development of radar systems [2]-[9], 

propagation characterization of different walls [10]-[16], and mitigation of wall effects in 

radar imaging [17]-[20]. Ultra wideband (UWB) pulsed radar systems and continuous-

wave (CW) Doppler radar have been demonstrated for through-wall operation [2]-[9]. 

UWB is advantageous in that the wideband signal provides good down range resolution. 

Doppler radar has the advantage that it only responds to moving objects within a 

building, such as people. In the study of propagation through walls it has been found that 

walls are quite lossy at higher frequencies, therefore walls are considered to be low-pass 

filters [10]. This has limited the operation of both CW Doppler and UWB radar systems 

to frequencies in the low GHz region. Operating at these lower frequencies allows 

propagation through the wall at the expense of cross-range resolution and Doppler 

sensitivity due to the low carrier frequency. Loss caused by walls is compounded when 

propagating through multiple walls, which limits the depth of penetration possible for 

through-wall radar. In addition to the wall attenuation, it has been found that walls also 

cause phase distortion [11]. Some efforts have been devoted to the mitigation of the 

distortion effects of walls in radar imagery [17]-[20]. Improved images were obtained by 

using a propagation model that better describes through-wall propagation in comparison 

to those based on free space propagation models. Due to the inherent limitations when 
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trying to image building interiors through walls, it would be worthwhile to explore 

alternate channels that overcome the low resolution and limited depth of penetration 

caused by through-wall propagation. It is known that waveguide-like structures such as 

pipes and ducts behave as high-pass, low-loss transmission channels. Therefore it would 

be useful to explore the potential of using existing infrastructure that resemble 

waveguides such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) ducts to gain 

building interior information rather than attempting to propagate through the wall. The 

benefits would be that the radar system could operate at a higher frequency with more 

available bandwidth for improved resolution in cross-range, down-range, and Doppler; 

and the guidance of the electromagnetic waves offered by the ducts would provide deeper 

penetration into buildings. A recent study was performed to explore the feasibility of 

using HVAC systems to propagate wireless signals throughout a building for improved 

wireless communication coverage [21]. However in their proposed system a transceiver 

would be placed on each opening of the HVAC duct, which would not be possible in an 

uncooperative building reconnaissance scenario. 

Original interest in propagation through metallic pipes was motivated by the 

desire for electromagnetic communication channels. Oliver Heaviside first considered the 

propagation of electromagnetic waves through a hollow metal tube in 1893 [22]. 

However, he dismissed the notion because he was convinced that guidance of electric and 

magnetic fields required two conductors. Later, in 1897, Lord Rayleigh predicted the 

existence of electromagnetic propagation inside a hollow metal cylinder [23]. In addition, 

Rayleigh showed that the fields inside the cylinder could be decomposed into an infinite 
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set of modes with transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) fields. Rayleigh 

also predicted the frequency cutoff phenomena of the modes and noted that propagation 

required high-frequency radiation and relegated the notion to scientific pondering due to 

the frequency limitations of sources at the time. Rayleigh’s work on propagation through 

hollow metal cylinders was forgotten until 1936 when it was rediscovered by two 

independent researchers, G. C. Southworth at Bell Laboratory and W. L. Barrow at MIT 

[24]. Due to advances in electromagnetic sources, they were each able to experimentally 

verify the existence of propagation through hollow metal pipes. Barrow was studying 

feeds for horn antennas and Southworth was interested in the application of waveguides 

for communications. During World War II much effort was put into waveguides and most 

radar systems developed included waveguide devices. Their application as circuit devices 

in radio frequency applications was extensively studied as well as the radiation from 

waveguides. After the war, this work was published as volumes 10 [25] and 12 [26] of 

the Radiation Laboratory series by Marcuvitz and Silver respectively. After the war Bell 

Labs continued looking into waveguides as a communication channel [27], however this 

concept was eventually abandoned. 

Subsequently, much of the work on the subject of electromagnetic propagation in 

pipes and ducts was focused on studying the radar cross section (RCS). Motivated by the 

study of scattering from jet engine intakes, there have been extensive studies of open-

ended ducts. Unfortunately, there is very limited information from the literature on ducts 

with two open ends. As early as 1968 a semi-infinite circular duct was used to model the 

intake of a jet engine [28]. An open-ended circular duct was used because the geometry is 
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simple and an exact closed-form solution for the backscattering could be obtained using 

the Wiener-Hopf technique [29]. The limitation of the exact solution was that the final 

result was too complex to be useful given the numerical capabilities at the time. Chuang, 

Liang, and Lee later derived an asymptotic approximate of the Wiener-Hopf solution in 

the high frequency limit [30]. In the asymptotic expansion only the first and second order 

terms were considered, which reduced the numerical burden of the solution. In 1982 

Johnson and Moffatt compared the approximate solutions of Wiener-Hopf to exact 

numerical computations [31]. At around the same time, Medgyesi-Mitschang and Eftimiu 

solved a finite circular pipe using the method of moments (MoM) with a body of 

revolution basis for modeling the pipe [32]. In 1983 Huang introduced a method for 

solving the backscatter from a circular duct by expanding the incident field in terms of 

the modes for a circular waveguide [33]. The modal expansion method based on Huang’s 

work could be applied to any duct that behaved as a waveguide and maintained a constant 

cross-section. Burkholder, Chuang, and Pathak used a hybrid modal method and moment 

method technique to compute the backscatter from tapered ducts [34]. Later, Burkholder 

used a hybrid mode-asymptotic technique to solve for the backscatter from waveguide 

ducts with bends [35]. Boonzaaier and Malherbe developed a model for the termination at 

the backend of a duct that better represented what would be found in a jet engine intake 

[36]. 

In the late 1980’s, advances in computational methods for approximating the 

backscatter from ducts allowed researchers to analyze structures other than waveguide 

type structures. In 1989 a new technique to compute the RCS from a duct or cavity was 
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presented by Ling, Chou, and Lee [37]. The technique, referred to as shooting and 

bouncing rays (SBR), uses ray tracing to account for multiple bounces inside the duct 

structures and then applies physical optics on the rays exiting the duct to compute the 

backscatter. The SBR technique was useful for high-frequency scattering and arbitrary 

cavities and ducts, but deviated from experimental results at low frequencies where 

modal methods had been successful in the past [38]. The generalized ray expansion 

(GRE) method was subsequently proposed to improve the accuracy of SBR [39]. The 

work done in the late 1980’s allowed for high fidelity modeling of intakes on different 

aircraft. 

Despite the extensive work done on the computation and measurement of 

backscattering from pipes and ducts there has been limited work done on transmission 

through pipes and ducts. The research here will address the feasibility of obtaining 

building interior information by propagating an electromagnetic signal through 

waveguide-like structures such as HVAC ductwork. Previously, it was shown that a 

waveguide does indeed act as a high frequency propagation channel especially in 

comparison to walls [40]. It was also shown that a target on the other side of the pipe 

could be detected through the pipe. Continuing from this original work, imaging 

techniques used for free space imaging will be adapted for imaging through waveguide-

like channels. The goal of this research is to develop methods for obtaining radar images 

through complex waveguide channels. Techniques will be developed in such a way that 

they could potentially be applied to a real-world HVAC system to obtain building interior 

information remotely. However, while building interior reconnaissance is stated as the 
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motivating factor, the techniques and methods developed in this research can be applied 

to any data collection scenario that propagates a signal through a complex waveguide-like 

channel. Other potential applications may include search and rescue in mines and tunnels, 

and mapping out caves and underground facilities. 

In this dissertation, the potential of radar imaging using a circular metal pipe as 

the propagation channel is explored. The remainder of this dissertation is divided into 8 

chapters. In Chapter 2 the methods used for simulating transmission and backscattering 

through a pipe are presented. The following four chapters discuss different methods for 

imaging through a pipe. In Chapter 3 a method using beamforming is developed. Chapter 

4 shows how matched filter processing can be used for imaging through a pipe. Chapters 

5 and 6 discuss advanced imaging procedures using MUSIC and compressed sensing 

(CS) respectively. Chapter 7 describes a technique for computing the transmission 

through an arbitrary pipe structure using the generalized scattering matrix and shows 

results obtained from the technique. Chapter 8 discusses a new joint time-frequency 

distribution based on CS. This new time-frequency distribution can be applied to analyze 

backscattering phenomenology from a pipe. The final chapter presents conclusions and 

discusses potential future studies that could follow from the work presented here. 
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Chapter 2:   Analysis of Electromagnetic Transmission Through a Pipe 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

Substantial research has been reported on the backscattering from a circular pipe 

that is open on one end and terminated at the other end. As mentioned above, this 

structure served as a model for jet engine intakes, and was of great interest to the radar 

signature community throughout the 1980s. Despite the extensive work done on the 

scattering from pipes with one open end, little has been reported in the literature about 

pipes that have two open ends. Mitschang and Putman solved a pipe with two open ends 

using the method of moments [41]. However the pipe was electrically small and the 

solution was done for the purpose of code validation. 

In this chapter a method is developed for computing the transmission through a 

conducting circular pipe with two open ends. The remainder of this chapter is divided 

into five sections. In Section 2.2 a mode-based analysis approach is presented to 

characterize wideband transmission through a pipe. The transmission analysis considers 

the pipe as a circular waveguide, and the modal approach previously used by Huang [33] 

for computing backscattering from a circular pipe with a closed termination is extended 

to solve for the transmission through a circular pipe with two open ends. Then, in Section 

2.3, the transmission computed using the mode-based method is compared with 

measurement data. In Section 2.4 the mode-based method is extended in order to 

compute the backscattering of a target through a pipe. Section 2.5 shows simulation and 
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measurement results for backscattering collected through a pipe. The 6th and final section 

discusses conclusions. 

2.2 TRANSMISSION THROUGH A PIPE 

To begin, an analysis of the circular pipe as a transmission channel is developed. 

As previously mentioned, much of the research done on the electromagnetic propagation 

through pipes and ducts was devoted to determining the RCS of the structure. Fig. 2.1 

shows the geometry of a straight open-ended pipe that is open on one end and closed on 

the other. Huang showed that the RCS of the pipe in Fig. 2.1 could be solved by 

expanding the incident plane-wave in terms of the propagating modes supported by the 

pipe, propagating the modes down the pipe and back to the open end, and then radiating 

the modes back into free space to calculate the backscattering [33].  

 

Figure 2.1:  Pipe geometry with closed termination used for RCS analysis. 

In order to solve for the transmission through a circular pipe the geometry in Fig. 

2.1 is modified as shown in Fig. 2.2. By using Huang’s approach and ignoring higher 

order interactions between the two ends of pipe the transmission through the pipe can be 
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solved in three steps. 1) The incident field ��� , where � represents either �-polarization or 

�-polarization, is expanded in terms of the right-traveling propagating circular waveguide 

modes supported by the pipe geometry. That is, the coupling of the incident field into the 

waveguide modes is computed. 2) The modes are propagated from the left end of the pipe 

to the right end. 3) Each mode is radiated into free space on the right. The total 

transmitted field ���� is the superposition of the radiation from each mode. 

 

Figure 2.2:  Pipe geometry with two open ends used for transmission analysis. 

Here the details of each step in the analysis procedure are discussed. To begin, the 

pipe is considered to be an over-moded circular waveguide. The set of TE modes inside 

the pipe are defined as follows: 

�� = 	�� cos 
�� �	�	���
����,    �� = 0 (2.1) 

�� = − �	����� = −�	�	� cos 
�� �	� �	���
���� (2.2) 

� = � 	���� �� = ��	�
 � sin 
�� �	�	���
���� (2.3) 
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where ���� = 	�� + 	��, 	� = �	�� �⁄ , and �	��  is the �th zero of the derivative of the 


th order Bessel function of the first kind. There also exists a set of TM modes, but the 

discussion will first be limited to the TE modes. In the first step of the analysis the 

strength of the propagating modes excited by an impinging plane wave is sought. A 

useful method to solve this problem is through reciprocity as shown by Johnson and 

Moffatt [31]. The coupling problem is shown in Fig. 2.3(a) where the strength of the 

modes �	��  is sought. The reciprocal problem, which is the radiation problem, is shown 

in Fig. 2.3(b), where the strength of the mode is known and the resulting plane wave is 

sought. 

 

Figure 2.3:  Reciprocity formulation for pipe: (a) coupling problem (b) radiation problem. 

The radiation problem, Fig. 2.3(b), has an approximate closed-form solution that 

is valid for electrically large pipes [42][26]. The radiation of the modes from the pipe 
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opening is determined through the standard Kirchhoff approximation using the Stratton-

Chu integral [42]. For TE modes the resulting radiation is 

�,	���� = �	� ∙ �	�� ����
2

�	��
+ cos ���� J��	��� J�� ��� sin ����

1 − (� sin ���/ 	�)� cos 
� �
����  
(2.4) 

��,	���� = �	� ∙ �	�� 
��
2

�1

+
	�� cos ���� J��	���J���� sin ����

sin ��� sin 
� �
����  
(2.5) 

where � is the free space propagation constant, ��, �, ���� are the free-space coordinates 

of the observer, �,	����  is the �-polarized radiated electric field, and ��,	����  is the �-

polarized radiated electric field. Reciprocity is applied by assuming the impinging plane 

wave in Fig. 2.3(b) is excited by an infinitesimal dipole source and the strength of the 

modes in the radiation problem, A��, is unity. Using the solutions in (2.4) and (2.5) for 

the radiation from the pipe and applying reciprocity results in the following equation: 

���∆ ���,	���� = −2��,	�� !��"�,	� × �#�,	�� ∙ $̂
�

&' (2.6) 

where ( is the cross-sectional surface of the pipe, �"�,	� and �#�,	� are the transverse 

electric and magnetic fields of the TEmn mode ((2.2) & (2.3)), and �∆  is the infinitesimal 

dipole source that generates the incident field ��� . The strength of the field radiated by the 

infinitesimal dipole is 
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��∆ =
4)�������* ��� . (2.7) 

Plugging (2.7) into (2.6) and solving for ��,	��  yields a solution for the strength of 

the modes excited by a �-polarized plane wave 

�,	�� = �� ∙ �	 2�*	���	J��	��� +�	���� + 
�, �	��
+ -.' �� J�� ��� sin ��

1 − (� sin �/ 	��)� �
���� 
(2.8) 

or a �-polarized plane wave 

��,	�� = ��� ∙ �	 2
�*	���	J��	��� +�	���� + 
�, �1

+
	�� cos �� J�� ��� sin ��

sin � �
���� 
(2.9) 

where ��	 = /1  
 = 0; 2  
 ≠ 00. The total strength of the modes excited in the pipe is 

simply �	�� = �,	�� + ��,	�� . 

The second step of the analysis is to propagate the modes down the length of the 

pipe. This is done by including a phase delay using the appropriate propagation constant 

	�. The third and final step is to compute the radiation of the modes into free space. As 

mentioned above, the radiation of each mode has a closed-form solution, (2.4) and (2.5). 

The total field is the superposition of all the propagating modes inside the pipe. 

Combining all three steps of the analysis yields the following equation for finding the 

transmission through a straight circular pipe: 
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��� = �� 1 1 �,	�� ∙ �
���� ∙ �,	�
�	

 (2.10) 

The approach here showed the procedure for the TE modes, the solution using 

TM modes follows the same methodology. Using the analysis procedure above, the major 

physics of the pipe are captured. The benefit of this approach is that a closed-form 

solution can be derived allowing for very fast computation of the transmission through a 

pipe. 

2.3 TRANSMISSION THROUGH A PIPE WITH TWO OPEN ENDS 

Here the analysis procedure from the previous section is used to compute the 

transmission through a pipe and the results are verified against measurement data. First, 

the transmission through a pipe with a radius � of 1.8 cm and length 2 of 60 cm is 

computed for �� and ��� set to zero. The results are shown in Fig. 2.4. It is observed that 

below 14 GHz energy is carried through the pipe by the dominant TE11 mode. Above 14 

GHz the TE12 mode is above cutoff and therefore propagates. The difference in the 

propagation constants between the TE11 and TE12 modes results in the interference 

pattern observed. The cutoff phenomena can be clearly seen when the short-time Fourier 

transform (STFT) [43]-[45] is taken, as seen by the resulting spectrogram in Fig. 2.5. A 

dispersion curve is clearly observed near 14 GHz, which is characteristic of cutoff 

phenomena in waveguides. 



 

Figure 2.4:  Transmission 

Figure 2.5

Measurements were made in the laboratory

Details of the measurement equipment used can be found in Appendix A. 

measurement setup is shown in

that propagation only takes place through the pipe. The pipe has a radius of 1.8 cm, a 

14 

 

Transmission through a pipe computed for �� 3 0° and ���

 

Figure 2.5:  Spectrogram of data in Fig. 2.4. 

Measurements were made in the laboratory to verify the simulation results

Details of the measurement equipment used can be found in Appendix A. 

measurement setup is shown in Fig. 2.6, where a pipe is embedded in absorbers to ensure 

that propagation only takes place through the pipe. The pipe has a radius of 1.8 cm, a 

dB 

�� 3 0°. 

simulation results. 

Details of the measurement equipment used can be found in Appendix A. The 

pe is embedded in absorbers to ensure 

that propagation only takes place through the pipe. The pipe has a radius of 1.8 cm, a 



 

length of 60 cm, and data are collected from 1 to 18 GHz. Two broadband horns are 

placed on both sides of the pipe to measure trans

measurements that are made, first the free space transmission between the horns is 

measured and shown in blue, then the trans

measured and shown in green, the third and final measurement shown in red is the 

transmission with the pipe in place. It is observed that below cutoff the transmission 

through the pipe tracks well with the transmissio

no power is propagating through pipe. At 4.6 GHz the TE

power is transmitted through the pipe. As the frequency increases the transmission 

through the pipe approaches that of the free space 

insertion loss improves with increasing frequency

Figure 2.6:  
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length of 60 cm, and data are collected from 1 to 18 GHz. Two broadband horns are 

placed on both sides of the pipe to measure transmission. Fig. 2.7 shows the three 

measurements that are made, first the free space transmission between the horns is 

measured and shown in blue, then the transmission with the absorbers in place is 

measured and shown in green, the third and final measurement shown in red is the 

transmission with the pipe in place. It is observed that below cutoff the transmission 

through the pipe tracks well with the transmission through the absorbers, which implies 

is propagating through pipe. At 4.6 GHz the TE11 mode is above cutoff and 

is transmitted through the pipe. As the frequency increases the transmission 

through the pipe approaches that of the free space measurement. This implies that the 

insertion loss improves with increasing frequency. 

 

:  Setup used for transmission measurements. 
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Figure 2.7:  Comparison of 

Fig. 2.8 shows a comparison of spectrograms between the measurement of the 

transmission through the pipe and the transmission computed using the analysis 

procedure. As predicted by the analysis, the dispersion curve due to the TE

clearly seen in both measurement and 

the presence of a second dispersion curve later in time. This second dispersion curve is a 

result of higher order interactions between the two ends of the pipe, which were ignored 

in the analysis. However, it is clear that this higher order effect is much weaker

disappears when the operating

Therefore, the higher order interactions

transmission through the pipe.
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procedure. As predicted by the analysis, the dispersion curve due to the TE12 cutoff is 
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Figure 2.8:  Spectrogram of transmission through pipe for (a) 

Next the radiation pattern from a pipe is simulated and compared with 

measurement. The pipe in this case has a radius of 2.55 cm and a length of 76.5

Simulations and measurements are carried out fro

measurement the source is placed at 0

on the opposite side of the pipe between 

show the simulated and measured radiation pattern

are plotted in dB. Between 12 and 16 GHz, the TE
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above cutoff and excited. Because the mode is near cutoff, the modal

in the rapid oscillations seen 

near cutoff, whereas in measurement 

as frequency increases above cutoff

transmission of the TE13 mode is weaker near cutoff than predicted by simulation. This 
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Spectrogram of transmission through pipe for (a) simulated
measurement data. 

Next the radiation pattern from a pipe is simulated and compared with 

measurement. The pipe in this case has a radius of 2.55 cm and a length of 76.5

measurements are carried out from 12 to 18 GHz. For simulation 

measurement the source is placed at 0° in azimuth and the radiation pattern is measured 

on the opposite side of the pipe between -65° and 65° in azimuth. Figs. 2.9(a) and 

the simulated and measured radiation patterns respectively. The radiation pattern

plotted in dB. Between 12 and 16 GHz, the TE11 and TE12 modes are excited

interference pattern observed in frequency. Around 16 GHz the TE

Because the mode is near cutoff, the modal interference 

seen in Fig. 2.9. In simulation the cutoff interference

whereas in measurement the strength of the interference gradually increases 

above cutoff. This indicates that in the measurement, the 

mode is weaker near cutoff than predicted by simulation. This 

dB 

 

simulated data (b) 

Next the radiation pattern from a pipe is simulated and compared with 

measurement. The pipe in this case has a radius of 2.55 cm and a length of 76.5 cm. 

m 12 to 18 GHz. For simulation and 

in azimuth and the radiation pattern is measured 

(a) and 2.9(b) 

respectively. The radiation patterns 

modes are excited, which 

frequency. Around 16 GHz the TE13 mode is 

interference results 

interference is strong 

gradually increases 

This indicates that in the measurement, the 

mode is weaker near cutoff than predicted by simulation. This 

dB 
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could be due to reflection of the TE13 mode from the end of the pipe or conductor loss, 

which are both strongest near cutoff. However, the effect of the reflection coefficient is 

limited and the bulk of the physics are properly accounted for. Overall the simulation and 

measurement are seen to be in strong agreement. 

 

Figure 2.9:  Radiation pattern from a pipe for a source at 0° azimuth in (a) simulation (b) 
measurement. 

Next, the simulation and measurement of the radiation patterns are repeated on 

the same pipe, but the source is moved to 30° in azimuth. Figs. 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show 

the simulation and measurement results respectively, both plotted in dB. Again, the 

simulation and measurement are seen to be in good agreement, further validating the 

analysis procedure for computing the transmission through a pipe. The off angle source 

excites more modes, which results in the irregular radiation pattern. 

dB dB 
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Figure 2.10:  Radiation pattern form a pipe for source at 30° azimuth in (a) simulation (b) 
measurement. 

Having verified the analysis approach against measurement data, the insertion 

loss is computed in order to determine the feasibility of using the pipe as a high 

frequency propagation channel. Insertion loss for a pipe is computed using: 

�2 =
|����|�7��,���� 7� (2.11) 

where ���� is the transmitted field through a pipe and ��,����  is the strength of the field 

transmitted in free space. Insertion losses for pipes of radii 4.5 cm, 5.5 cm, and 6.5 cm 

are computed and shown in Fig. 2.11. The results are compared to the insertion loss of a 

concrete wall as reported by Gibson and Jenn [10]. As previously mentioned, the 

insertion loss of a wall worsens as the operating frequency increases. Two observations 

about the insertion loss of the pipe are that the insertion loss improves with increasing 

frequency and with increasing pipe radius. The conclusion is that a straight pipe can 

indeed be used as a high frequency propagation channel. 

dB dB 



 

Figure 2.11:  Insertion loss of stra

Two physical effects that 

the ends of the pipe and conductor losses. 

in higher order interactions between the two ends of the pipe, which were observed in 

measurement. In Fig. 2.8(b) 

account for  reflections requires a reworking of the 

(2.5), which will also influence the coupling in (2.8) and (2.9). Unfortunately a closed

form solution for the reflection from a circular pipe opening does not exist. The reflection 

coefficient for a pipe with radius 

in the commercial software 

shown in Fig. 2.12. The primary result of Fig.

high near the cutoff of a mode and decreases exponentially with frequency.

what has been observed in measurement.
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Insertion loss of straight pipes of different radii compared to a concrete wall
[40]. 

Two physical effects that were not considered in the analysis are reflections from 

ipe and conductor losses. The reflections from the end of the pipe result 

in higher order interactions between the two ends of the pipe, which were observed in 

 and Fig. 2.9(b), the effect of reflections was observed

account for  reflections requires a reworking of the radiation equations shown in (2.4) and 

(2.5), which will also influence the coupling in (2.8) and (2.9). Unfortunately a closed

form solution for the reflection from a circular pipe opening does not exist. The reflection 

icient for a pipe with radius 2.4 cm is computed using the method of moments solver 

in the commercial software FEKO [46]. The magnitude of the reflection 

. The primary result of Fig. 2.12 is that the reflection coefficient 

high near the cutoff of a mode and decreases exponentially with frequency. This confirms 

what has been observed in measurement. 

 

concrete wall 

are reflections from 

The reflections from the end of the pipe result 

in higher order interactions between the two ends of the pipe, which were observed in 

(b), the effect of reflections was observed. To 

shown in (2.4) and 

(2.5), which will also influence the coupling in (2.8) and (2.9). Unfortunately a closed-

form solution for the reflection from a circular pipe opening does not exist. The reflection 

the method of moments solver 

. The magnitude of the reflection coefficient is 

is that the reflection coefficient is 

This confirms 
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Figure 2.12:  Reflection coefficient computed using FEKO for a pipe radius of 2.4 cm. 

Conductor losses in the pipe can be accounted for using the power loss method, 

which is a perturbation approach [47]. In general it would be necessary to solve a new 

boundary value problem that includes the conductivity of the pipe. The perturbation 

method assumes that the modal fields do not change when the pipe is not a perfect 

conductor, which is a reasonable assumption for most metals. The resistance of the pipe 

is computed as 

8� = 9 �
2: (2.12) 

where : is the conductivity of the metal. The perturbation approach was used to find the 

attenuation coefficient for a circular waveguide in [47]. The result was that the 
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attenuation coefficient for each mode can be computed using the following two 

equations: 

�	� =
8�

�*;1 − �<�<�� =�<�<�� +

���	�� �� − 
�> 

(2.13) 

for TE modes and 

�	� =
8�

�*;1 − �<�<�� (2.14) 

for TM modes, where <� is the mode cutoff. The modified transmission formulation is 

��� = �� 1 1 �,	�� ∙ �
�����
���� ∙ �,	�
�	

. (2.15) 

The attenuation coefficient is computed using (2.13) and (2.14) for several lower 

order modes and shown in Fig. 2.13. From Fig. 2.13 two observations are of interest. 

First, the TE0n modes have an opposite trend from the other modes, as frequency 

increases the attenuation coefficient decreases. Second, the TM modes have very high 

attenuation. 
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Figure 2.13:  Attenuation coefficient for a pipe with radius 2.4 cm. 

2.4 BACKSCATTERING THROUGH A PIPE 

Having developed an analysis procedure for computing the transmission through a 

pipe, verified that our analysis captures the pipe physics through measurement, and 

concluded that the pipe will indeed allow high frequency propagation, the one-way 

transmission analysis is extended to two-way transmission in order to determine 

backscattering from a target through the pipe. The two-way backscattering transmission 

geometry is shown in Fig. 2.14. The incident field is transmitted through the pipe and 

radiates to the right-hand side. This radiation reflects off a target and the backscattered 

field becomes a secondary incident field on the pipe, which is then transmitted through 

the pipe for a second time and radiates back towards the observer on the left-hand side of 

the pipe. 



 

Figure 2.14:  Geometry for backscattering 

The specifics of the method for computing the backscattering through a pi

outlined here. First, the one-way transmission through the pipe is computed from strength 

of the incident field using (2.10).

����
where : is the radar cross-section (RCS) of the target. 

the target is well described as a point scatterer, and that there is no higher order 

interaction between the pipe and the target.  

field incident on the pipe opening from the right

through the pipe from right to left is computed using

outlined here, the backscattering through a pipe is 
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Geometry for backscattering from a target propagating through a straight 
pipe with two open ends. 

The specifics of the method for computing the backscattering through a pi

way transmission through the pipe is computed from strength 

using (2.10). The transmitted field is scattered by the target

3 √:√4)A |����|�
��� 

section (RCS) of the target. In writing (2.16), it is assume

the target is well described as a point scatterer, and that there is no higher order 

interaction between the pipe and the target.  The field scattered from the target is 

field incident on the pipe opening from the right-hand side. The one-way transmission 

through the pipe from right to left is computed using (2.10). By combining the steps 

the backscattering through a pipe is found. 

 

through a straight 

The specifics of the method for computing the backscattering through a pipe are 

way transmission through the pipe is computed from strength 

ld is scattered by the target 

(2.16) 

In writing (2.16), it is assumed that 

the target is well described as a point scatterer, and that there is no higher order 

The field scattered from the target is now the 

way transmission 

. By combining the steps 
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2.5 BACKSCATTERING RESULTS 

Using the two-way analysis procedure the scattering from a point target as seen 

through the pipe is computed and compared to measurement data. Backscattering through 

a pipe with radius 1.8cm and length of 60cm is simulated. The transceiver is placed 50cm 

from the pipe opening. The target is a point scatterer with : = 1 and placed 1m down-

range. Backscattering is simulated using the two-way analysis from the previous section. 

Figs. 2.15(a) and 2.15(b) show the range profile of the backscattering data for θi and θtx 

equal to 0° and for θi and θtx equal to 45°, respectively. The backscattering from the pipe 

is suppressed, which implies that only backscattering from the target is present in Fig. 

2.15. In free space it is anticipated that a point scatterer will show up as a sharp peak in 

the range profile. However, in Fig. 2.15 the return from the target is extended in range 

due to the pipe dispersion. The range spread is more severe for the off-angle case in Fig. 

2.15(b). Fig. 2.16 shows the spectrograms of the backscattering in Fig. 2.15. In Fig. 2.16 

it is seen that below the cutoff of the dominant TE11 mode there is no return from the 

target. Once above cutoff the target is seen, however the pipe has injected its physics into 

the backscattering as indicated by the dispersion curves present. The final observation is 

that the off angle configuration in Fig. 2.16(b) excites far more modes than in the 

boresight configuration of Fig. 2.16(a). 



 

Figure 2.15:  Range profile of ��� 3

Figure 2.16:  Spectrogram of ��� 3 0
Fig. 2.17 shows the measured backscattering

simulation. A corner reflector with an edge length of 17 cm is used as the target as it 

offers an angularly stable RCS and acts as a point scatterer for the given frequency range 

of 1 to 18 GHz. Background subtraction is used to suppress 
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Range profile of simulated backscattering through pipe for (a) 3 0° and (b) �� 3 45° and ��� 3 45°. 

Spectrogram of simulated backscattering through pipe for (a) 0° and (b) �� 3 45° and ��� 3 45° [40]. 

shows the measured backscattering data for same configurations as in 

. A corner reflector with an edge length of 17 cm is used as the target as it 

offers an angularly stable RCS and acts as a point scatterer for the given frequency range 

of 1 to 18 GHz. Background subtraction is used to suppress the backscattering from 
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everything except the target. It is clear that the pipe has added its physics to the 

backscattering data indicated by the dispersion curves. 

simulations and measurements 

Figure 2.17:  Spectrogram of measured backscattering through a pipe for ��� 3 0
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, a modal analysis procedure for the transmissio

pipe was developed. The accuracy of the analysis was confirmed through measurement 

and it was then shown that indeed the insertion loss through a pipe improves with 

increasing frequency. It was also shown that the insertion loss improves with increasing 

pipe size. The effect of the reflection coefficient on propagation and a method for 

accounting for conductor losses was shown. 

influence on the transmission through a pipe. 

propagation channel an analysis was developed for two

through a pipe. The final demonstration showed
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everything except the target. It is clear that the pipe has added its physics to the 

backscattering data indicated by the dispersion curves. From the backscattering

and measurements it is clear that a target can indeed be seen through a pipe.

Spectrogram of measured backscattering through a pipe for �0° and (b) �� 3 45° and ��� 3 45° [40]. 
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pipe via simulation and measurement. These results serve as a feasibility study for 

detecting objects through a pipe. From the results here it is known that distance to the 

object can be found using frequency diversity. Subsequent chapters will address the 

problem of finding the cross-range position of the target in order to form two-

dimensional radar images. 
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Chapter 3:   Beamforming Through a Pipe 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, the possibility of beamforming through a pipe using multiple 

antenna elements in an effort to obtain cross-range information about targets on the other 

side of the pipe is explored. While beamforming in free space is a well studied topic in 

antenna arrays, the presence of the pipe channel introduces an interesting twist to this 

classical problem. Here, it is shown that beam patterns can be formed through a circular 

pipe embedded in an opaque wall. The method presented by Mautz and Harrington [49] 

for free space beamforming is extended to account for the pipe propagation channel. A 

least squares fit was used in [49] to determine the excitations necessary to synthesize a 

desired transmit beam pattern using multiple sources radiating in free space. 

The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections. In Section 3.2 a one-

way beamforming method is developed and demonstrated in simulation. Then, in Section 

3.3, the one-way beamforming algorithm is extended to two-way beamforming. It is 

applied to simulated backscattering data from a target located on the other side of a pipe 

in order to obtain the azimuth location of the target. Combined with additional frequency 

diversity, it becomes possible to acquire both the range and azimuth location of a target 

through a pipe. In Section 3.4 measurements are made in the laboratory and the results 

are compared to simulation. It is shown that a two-dimensional image of multiple targets 

can be generated. The fifth and final section presents conclusions. 
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3.2 ONE-WAY BEAMFORMING THROUGH A PIPE 

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the problem setup, a circular pipe of radius � and length 2 is 

embedded in an opaque wall. Multiple sources C�, C�,... C� are located on the left-hand 

side of the wall. The location of each source is given in terms of its angle ���  and distance 

8� with respect to the pipe opening. It is assumed that each source is located at a 

sufficient distance so that the field incident on the pipe opening due to that source can be 

considered a plane wave. The position of the target on the right-hand side of the wall is 

given in terms of its range �� and azimuth �� position. To simulate the backscattering 

from a target through a circular pipe with two open ends, the modal approach is used. 

 

Figure 3.1:  Pipe geometry used for beamforming through a pipe. 

We begin by focusing our attention on one-way beamforming through the circular 

pipe. This entails controlling the beam pattern on the right-hand side of the wall using the 

sources on the left-hand side. Each right-traveling circular waveguide mode excited 

within the pipe has associated with it a radiation pattern on the right-hand side of the 
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wall. The amplitude of the waveguide modes that are excited within the pipe is a function 

of the angular source location ��� , the source excitation strength, and the standoff distance 

8� from the source to the pipe opening. Therefore, by using multiple source locations and 

controlling the complex excitations applied to each source, the beam pattern on the right-

hand side of the wall can be controlled. To compute the proper complex excitations, the 

strength of each source is related to the radiation pattern on the right-hand side of the wall 

in the form 

DEF�<� = �G� (3.1) 

where D∗F denotes a matrix and �∗� denotes a vector. In equation (3.1), the elements of 

 �<� are the complex excitations applied to the sources, �G� is the resulting beam pattern 

on the right-hand side of the wall, and the columns of DEF are the beam patterns resulting 

from each source individually. For beamforming, �<� is solved in order to best 

approximate a desired beam pattern �G�� using a least squares fit. 

Fig. 3.2 shows simulation results for beamforming through a pipe with radius 1.8 

cm and length 60 cm using three sources at 12 GHz. For the chosen pipe diameter there 

are 4 propagating TE modes at 12 GHz. More sources will lead to more control over the 

beam pattern, until the number of sources reaches the number of propagating modes. The 

sources are each placed 50 cm from the pipe opening and at angular locations �� = 45°, 

�� = 0°, and � = −45°. Fig. 3.2(a) shows the individual radiation patterns resulting 

from each source observed for −60˚ ≤ ��!� ≤ 60˚. The radiation patterns in Fig. 3.2(a) 

represent the columns of DEF. For beamforming a simple Kronecker delta function 
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G����!�� = H1 if ��!� = �	��  

0 if ��!� ≠ �	��
I (3.2) 

is used as �G��. This choice ensures that the beam maximum occurs in the direction 

�	��. While other choices for �G�� were tested and shown to give better performance in 

terms of sensitivity and sidelobes, the Kronecker delta gave the best beamwidth 

performance. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the resulting beam patterns for �	�� = 0˚, �	�� = 20˚, 

and �	�� = 40˚. The simulation results show that by using three sources the transmitted 

beam pattern on the right-hand side of the wall is successfully steered to the desired 

directions. 
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Figure 3.2:  Three source beamforming at 12 GHz: (a) basis functions (b) beamforms 
steered to 0˚ with excitation (S1 = -0.56-j0.23, S2 = 1.00, S3 = 0.56+j0.23), 20˚ (-0.93-

j0.26, 1.00, 0.88-j0.13), and 40˚ (-0.62+j0.80, 1.00, -0.86+j0.08). 

3.3 TWO-WAY BEAMFORMING THROUGH A PIPE 

Having achieved one-way beamforming through a pipe, the concept is extended to 

two-way beamforming in order to determine the azimuth location of a target �� from its 

backscattering data through a pipe. Here, it is assumed that each source element acts as a 

transceiver. By operating on the transmitted and received signals, two-way beamforming 

is achieved. For the transmitted signal, one-way beamforming is applied so that the beam 
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maximum is steered to the desired direction. By reciprocity it is known that the 

excitations used to maximize transmission in a given direction can be used to maximize 

the backscattering from the same direction. Therefore, the signal received at each 

transceiver is weighted and summed using the same excitations used for transmission. 

The two-way beamforming procedure has the form: 

�<� … <�� JC�� … C��
⋮ ⋱ ⋮C�� … C��K L<�

⋮<�M = �$���!�� (3.3) 

where the DCF matrix in equation (3.3) represents the backscattering matrix from the 

target. Each element C�� represents the scattering from the target excited by the ��� 

source and received by the ��� source. Therefore the size of DCF depends on the number of 

transceivers used. The vectors �<� are the complex excitations computed using equation 

(3.1). The excitations �<� are applied to the left-hand and right-hand side of DCF for both 

receive and transmit beamforming respectively. The excitations are computed for each 

observation angle ��!� of interest and applied according to equation (3.3). The resulting 

�$���!�� gives an estimate to the backscattering strength versus azimuth location. It 

should show a peak at the target azimuth ��. It is of course also possible to determine the 

range to the target �� via frequency diversity. Therefore, by combining the range and 

azimuth information, the location of the target in two-dimensional space is determined. 

This is implemented by applying the beamforming procedure above across multiple 

frequencies and then applying the inverse Fourier transform across frequency at each 

observation angle ��!�. The final result is a two-dimensional image in azimuth and range. 
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To demonstrate the above two-way beamforming procedure, target backscattering 

data are simulated and processed. For simulation the same configuration as the one-way 

beamforming is used with 3 transceivers. The target is a corner reflector with an edge 

length of 17 cm. Two target configurations are simulated. First the target is set such that 

�� = 2 
 and �� = 0˚. Next the target is moved to �� = −25˚ at the same range ��. 

Target backscattering data are collected for 12-18 GHz. Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the 

results of applying beamforming to the target backscattering data for the two different 

target locations. Both beamformed results show strong backscattering centered about the 

expected target azimuths at 0˚ and -25˚ as expected. Above 14 GHz an additional mode is 

above cutoff which allows for more control in the beamforming operation. This is 

reflected in the reduced sidelobe level observed above 14 GHz in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). 
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Figure 3.3:  Simulation of target backscattering data for (a) beamforming with �� = 0˚ 
(b) beamforming with �� = 45˚ (c) beamforming and ranging with �� = 0˚ (d) 

beamforming and ranging with �� = 45˚. 

Figs. 3.3(c) and 3.3(d) show the result of applying an inverse Fourier transform 

along the frequency dimension to Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) respectively. The target location 

is now given in terms of its range �� and azimuth location ��. The white ‘x’ markers in 

Figs. 3.3(c) and 3.3(d) indicate the true location of the targets. It is clear that by 

combining beamforming and ranging, it is possible to generate a two-dimensional image 

of the target location through a pipe. One important comment is in order here. The 

images show that the target is 1.5 m down-range. However based on the dimensions of 

the problem one may expect the target to be 0.5 + 0.6 + 2 = 3.1 m down-range. This 

discrepancy is a result of the beamforming procedure. Since the fitting function �G�� is 

chosen to be real ( i.e. zero phase), the least squares fit adjusts the phase on �<� to 

dB dB 

dB dB 
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compensate for any phase delay present in DEF. When the columns of DEF are computed 

for simulation, the phase delay from the transceivers to the pipe (0.5 m), down the length 

of the pipe (0.6 m), and from the pipe to the calibration plane (0.5 m) is included in the 

data. Therefore, after beamforming the phase delay from the transceivers to the 

calibration plane is not present in the final data, which is observed in Figs. 3.3(c) and 

3.3(d). This phase compensation also accounts for the fact that the target is well focused 

in range, despite the highly dispersive nature of propagation through the pipe .  

3.4 BEAMFORMING MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

To confirm the simulation results are achievable in practice, measurement data are 

collected and processed using the equipment and techniques described in Appendix A. 

For measurement a metal pipe with the same dimensions as the simulations (radius 1.8 

cm and length 60 cm) is used. The pipe is embedded in an absorbing wall to ensure that 

wave propagation only occurs through the pipe. Three sources are used each located 0.5 

m away from the pipe opening at angular locations �� = 45°, �� = 0°, and � = −45°. 

All measurements are taken using a vector network analyzer. Data are collected at 201 

equally spaced points from 12-18 GHz. The measurement procedure involves three steps. 

First, a calibration measurement is made, where the radiation pattern on the right side of 

the wall is measured for each source individually. The radiation pattern is measured for 

−60˚ ≤ ��!� ≤ 60˚ at 37 equally spaced steps using a receiver placed approximately 0.5 

m from the pipe opening. Second, the target backscattering data are collected. Two corner 

reflectors are used as targets with locations (�� = 1.5 
, �� = 0˚), and (�� = 0.7 
, 
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�� = −25˚). Finally, the beamforming excitations are found using (3.1) and the 

backscattering data are processed using (3.3). For comparison the measurement setup is 

simulated and processed in the same manner. 

Fig. 3.4(a) shows the simulation results and Fig. 3.4(b) shows the measurement 

results of beamforming and then applying the inverse Fourier transform along the 

frequency dimension. The resulting image gives the target locations in terms of azimuth 

and range and the white ‘x’ markers indicate the true locations of the targets. It is clear in 

both Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) that two targets are present and located at approximately 0˚ 

and -25˚ in azimuth. It is also clear that the target located at 0˚ is 0.8 m further down-

range than the target at -25˚. The offset between the dimensions of the problem described 

and the range to the targets shown in Fig. 3.4 is again due to the phase compensation in 

beamforming discussed previously. The antenna effects and transmit power are not 

factored out of the measured results, which accounts for the discrepancy in the magnitude 

of the backscattering between simulation and measurement. However, normalizing the 

magnitude would not alter the conclusions drawn from the results. The measurement 

results confirm that it is possible to obtain an image of a target through a pipe using 

beamforming and frequency diversity. The agreement between measurement and 

simulation also indicates the possibility of using the simulation model to estimate an 

unknown pipe channel by tuning the pipe parameters. 
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Figure 3.4:  Backscattering from two targets processed using beamforming and ranging 
for (a) simulated data and (b) measured data. 

3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the possibility of using beamforming to obtain the azimuth 

location of a target through a pipe was investigated. First, it was discussed how 

beamforming through a pipe is accomplished and provided simulation results for 

demonstration purposes. Then it was discussed how beamforming can be applied to target 

backscattering data through a pipe to determine the azimuth position of the target. By 

collecting data across multiple frequencies, the inverse Fourier transform can be applied 

and the down-range and azimuth position of the target is obtained simultaneously, thus 

giving a two-dimensional image. The imaging procedure was demonstrated through 

simulation and then confirmed with measurement data obtained in the laboratory. The 

beamforming method is fairly straight forward, but operates on bistatic data. In addition, 

it was difficult to use simulated patterns for beamforming with measurement data. 

Therefore a calibration procedure was conducted to obtain the pattern for each transceiver 

position. Ideally an imaging method would operate on monostatic data and it would be 

dB dB 
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possible to use simulated patterns to process measurement data. This leads us to the 

investigation of alternate imaging methods. 
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Chapter 4:   SAR Imaging Through a Pipe 

4.1 INTRODUCTION  

In this chapter, imaging through a pipe using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

techniques is investigated. SAR imaging in free space is a well studied problem. It is 

shown that SAR techniques used in free space can be adapted to the problem of imaging 

through a pipe. In the previous chapter, a procedure was developed for beamforming 

through a circular pipe and two-dimensional images were obtained from bistatic 

scattering data collected through a pipe. However, the procedure required laborious 

bistatic data collection and was not very robust. Our approach to SAR imaging through a 

pipe is based on a matched filter projection process, where the matched filter is obtained 

through electromagnetic simulation. This is similar to methods that have been applied in 

through-wall imaging in order to account for the propagation effects of the wall [17]-[20]. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. In Section 4.2, a methodology for imaging 

through a pipe using SAR concepts and techniques is presented. In Section 4.3, a set of 

simulations are used to demonstrate the imaging methodology. The simulation results are 

corroborated with measurement data. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.4. 

4.2 SAR IMAGING THROUGH A PIPE METHOD  

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the problem geometry and data collection procedure. In Fig. 

4.1 a circular pipe with radius � and length 2 is embedded in an opaque wall, i.e., 

transmission only takes place through the pipe. The target to be imaged is located on the 

right-hand side of the pipe and its location is described by its polar coordinates �̅(�, �) 
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where the origin is located at the right-hand pipe opening. To form a synthetic aperture, 

monostatic broadband backscattering data are collected on the left-hand side of the pipe 

at O positions along a scan line, as indicated in Fig. 4.1. The scan line in Fig. 4.1 is 

shown as a straight line. However, the scan line can be chosen to form any arbitrary 

aperture. The position of the antenna at each data collection point is described by its polar 

coordinates �̅�(��, ��) where the origin is located at the left-hand pipe opening. 

 

Figure 4.1:  Geometry for SAR imaging through a pipe. 

The objective is to form a two-dimensional image of the target on the right-hand 

side of the pipe from the monostatic backscattering data collected on the left-hand side of 

the pipe. Within the imaging volume P it is assumed that the target can be described by a 

reflectivity distribution :��̅�. The imaging volume P is chosen to be on the right-hand 

side of the pipe such that it does not include any backscattering from the pipe itself. By 
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only considering scattering from the target, the backscattering collected at each antenna 

location C� can be described by 

C����# , �� = Q :��̅����,# ��# , ��&P
"

 (4.1) 

where ���,# ��# , �� is the two-way transmission response through the pipe, which is a 

function of the antenna position ��# , target position �̅, and the frequency �. ���,# ��# , �� 
includes the two-way propagation from the antenna to the pipe opening �
����� and the 

two-way propagation from the pipe opening to the target �
����. To form an image of the 

target the collected backscattering data are projected into the matched filter of the pipe 

channel, which is simply the conjugate of the two-way transmission through the pipe, 

�∗��,# ��# , ��. To form a two-dimensional image, the estimate of the reflectivity 

distribution :R��̅� is found through a two-dimensional projection of the form 

:R��̅� = ! C����# , ���∗��,# ��# , ��
#,��$$$

&�&��# . (4.2) 

After the projection process of (4.2) the sidelobe level of the point spread 

response can often obscure the final image. Therefore, it is useful to apply an iterative 

procedure like the matching pursuit algorithm [50][51] to remove the point spread 

response from the image. Matching pursuit involves three steps. First, the image is 

formed using (4.2). The second step is to select the voxel within the image with the 

maximum strength, :	��� =  max (:R��̅�), and find the point spread response at that voxel 
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���̅	�� , ��# , ��. The third and final step is to subtract the response due to the maximum 

scatterer :	��� ���̅	�� , ��# , �� from the data 

C�������# , �� = C�� ���# , �� − :	���  ���̅	�� , ��# , �� (4.3) 

where C�������# , �� is the residual data for the next iteration. This procedure is repeated 

until the energy in the residual data C���� is smaller than the maximum tolerable error. By 

applying matching pursuit, a reflectivity distribution is obtained that only consists of 

:	���  from each iteration and the result is an image that is well localized in range and 

azimuth. 

4.3 SAR IMAGING THROUGH A PIPE RESULTS 

The imaging methodology outlined in Section 4.2 is demonstrated through 

simulation and the results are corroborated with measurement data collected in the 

laboratory. A straight circular pipe with radius 2.54 cm and length 31 cm is used for both 

simulation and measurement. For simulation and measurement, data are collected at 53 

points along a synthetic aperture that forms a circular arc centered around the pipe 

opening. Each data collection point has a constant radial position �� = 0.5 m and the 

angular position for each point is swept over angles �� = [−65°, 65°]. Monostatic 

backscattering data from a single point scatterer located at �̅(1.2 m, 0°) are simulated for 

201 frequency points between 12 GHz and 18 GHz. The simulations only consider 

backscattering that propagates through the pipe. The imaging space is divided into a grid 
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of 201x201 voxels placed at equally spaced radial points between 0.7 m and 1.7 m, and 

equally spaced angular points between -85° and 85°. The backscattering data are first 

processed using a matched filter for free space propagation and the resulting image is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. It can clearly be seen that the free-space propagation model is poorly 

matched to the data. The point target is not focused in either angle or range. This is due to 

the complex radiation pattern in angle and highly frequency dispersive nature of the pipe. 

Therefore, it is necessary to compute the correct matched filter for the pipe for image 

formation. 

 

Figure 4.2:  SAR imaging through a pipe of a point scatterer using a mismatched filter. 

The matched filter for the pipe is found using the closed form solution to the 

transmission through a circular pipe described in Chapter 2. The result of projecting the 

simulated backscattering data into the matched filter for the pipe channel using (4.2) is 

dB 
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shown in Fig. 4.3(a) on a 40 dB dynamic range. All other images in the remainder of this 

section are also plotted on a 40 dB dynamic range. The peak in the image corresponds to 

the correct range and angle location of the point scatterer. To verify the simulation 

results, backscattering through a pipe is measured using the same data collection and 

imaging parameters. Measurement techniques and methods are described in Appendix A. 

As with the transmission measurements the pipe is embedded in absorbers to ensure 

propagation only takes place through the pipe. A corner reflector is used as the target and 

background subtraction is used to suppress clutter scattering. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the result 

of projecting the measurement data into the simulated matched filter for the pipe based on 

simulation. The resulting image agrees well with Fig. 4.3(a), again showing the correct 

location of the point scatterer. This result demonstrates that the simulated matched filter 

can be used robustly in image formation. 

 

Figure 4.3:  Matched filter point spread response through a pipe using (a) simulated and 
(b) measured data. 

dB 
dB 
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From Fig. 4.3 it is clear that the matched filter projection suffers from fairly high 

sidelobes in the point spread response, which may overshadow other scatterers when 

multiple targets are present. To remove the point spread response, matching pursuit is 

applied to both the simulation results of Fig. 4.3(a) and the measurement results of Fig. 

4.3(b). The resolutions of the matching pursuit images are reduced to 50x50 in order to 

increase the clarity of the final image. The results of applying matching pursuit to the 

simulated and measured data are shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), respectively. In the 

measurement results of Fig. 4.4(b), additional scattering centers are extracted around the 

strongest scatterer. The additional features are extracted due to mismatch between the 

simulated point spread response and the point spread response of the real target. 

However, these scattering centers are much weaker, at least 15 dB weaker, and the 

scattering center due to the corner reflector is dominant. 

 

Figure 4.4:  Matching pursuit point spread response through a pipe using (a) simulated 
and (b) measured data. 

dB dB 
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A second target configuration is simulated consisting of two points scatterers. The 

first point scatterer is located at �̅(1.15 m, −20°) and the second at �̅(1.5 m, 20°). The 

matched filter image from the simulation data is shown in Fig. 4.5(a). Measured 

backscattering data are collected from two corner reflectors at the same locations and the 

resulting matched filter image (again using the simulated matched filter response) is 

shown in Fig. 4.5(b). From Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) the two targets can be clearly seen 

from the strong scattering. However, due to the high sidelobe levels in the point spread 

response, there are what appear to be artificial scattering centers at approximately 

�̅(1.45 m, −40°)  and �̅(1.45 m, −40°) . This ambiguity is resolved by removing the 

point spread response via matching pursuit. The results of applying matching pursuit as 

before are shown in Fig. 4.6(a) for simulated data and Fig. 4.6(b) for measurement data. 

In Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) the two targets are clearly seen at the appropriate locations. 

Again, additional scattering centers are extracted in the measurement data of Fig. 4.6(b), 

but the extraneous centers are weaker than the actual target centers by approximately 10 

dB. Although not shown here, it was found that the resolution in angle is intrinsically 

limited by the electric size of the pipe. 
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Figure 4.5:  Two target matched filter image through a pipe using (a) simulated and (b) 
measured data. 

 

Figure 4.6:  Two target matching pursuit image through a pipe using (a) simulated and (b) 
measured data. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, a radar image of a scene on one side of an open pipe was 

generated using matched filter processing. To form the image in a robust manner, SAR 

techniques used in free space were adapted to the problem of imaging through a pipe. By 

dB 

dB 

dB 

dB 
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collecting monostatic data along a synthetic aperture and projecting the data into the 

matched filter of the pipe channel, an image was formed. The closed form solution for 

transmission through a pipe was used to compute the matched filter for a straight circular 

pipe, which was shown to be useful for processing both simulation and measurement 

data. The point spread response was subsequently removed using the matching pursuit 

procedure to reduce sidelobe interference. The imaging methodology was demonstrated 

through simulation and corroborated with measurement data collected in the laboratory. 

In this chapter and the previous chapter it was seen that the cross-range resolution is 

fairly poor. The cross-range resolution is intrinsically related to the size of the pipe. 

Therefore, to improve the cross-range resolution a bigger pipe would be needed if 

processing with beamforming or matched filter processing. However, a bigger pipe may 

not be available, which has motivated the exploration of higher resolution processing 

methodologies in the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 5:   Superresolution Imaging Through a Pipe Using MUSIC 

5.1 INTRODUCTION  

In the previous chapters it was seen that the cross-range resolution for a pipe with 

a diameter on the order of a few wavelengths is poor when using delay-and-sum 

beamforming and matched filter processing. In this chapter, the MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal 

Classification) algorithm [55][56] is applied to the pipe imaging problem in order to 

improve the cross-range resolution of the radar image. First, an overview of the MUSIC 

algorithm is presented in Section 5.2 with an explanation of how the method is applied to 

DOA estimation through a pipe. Then, a method for applying MUSIC to radar imaging 

through a pipe is developed in Section 5.3. The method using MUSIC is demonstrated 

with simulated and measured backscattering data and the results are compared to matched 

filter processing in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the effects of uncertainty on the 

MUSIC algorithm through a pipe. Conclusions are given in Section 5.6. 

5.2 OVERVIEW OF MUSIC  ALGORITHM  

We begin with an overview of the MUSIC algorithm for direction of arrival 

(DOA) estimation using an array. In array processing the ability to unambiguously 

resolve the cross-range position of two targets is bounded by the size of the collection 

aperture. The aperture size sets a lower bound on resolution, superresolution methods aim 

to beat this bound and provide superior resolution. Early on, in 1969, Capon introduced 

the maximum likelihood estimator for spectral estimation [52]. Around the same time, 

Burg introduced a similar method known as maximum entropy [53]. Both the maximum 
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likelihood and maximum entropy methods use probabilistic solutions to provide 

superresolution. In 1973 Pisarenko introduced a spectral estimation method based on the 

eigen decomposition of the signal covariance matrix [54]. Pisarenko’s method assumed 

free space propagation models and a linear array with uniform sampling. This early work 

using the covariance matrix spawned the two well-known superresolution methods, 

MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal Parameters via 

Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT). In 1979, Schmidt introduced the MUSIC 

algorithm [55][56], which is a generalization of Pisarenko’s method. Later, in 1985, Roy, 

Paulraj, and Kailath introduced the ESPRIT algorithm [57]. While ESPRIT is useful, it 

assumes that the signal is modeled by weighted exponentials, which helps it to 

outperform MUSIC in computational efficiency at the expense of loss of generality. The 

methods of ESPRIT and MUSIC fall into the category of superresolving methods known 

as signal subspace methods. 

The MUSIC algorithm was initially developed for DOA estimation of radiating 

sources. However, MUSIC has also been shown to be useful for radar imaging. In 1991, 

Walton et al. used MUSIC to enhance the cross-range resolution in a radar imaging 

scheme [58]. Later, in 1994, Odendaal, Barnard, and Pistorious showed that MUSIC 

could be used for two-dimensional superresolution imaging [59]. Recently, MUSIC has 

also been applied to through-wall radar imaging using UWB [60] and time-reversal 

methods [61]. The most appealing aspect of the MUSIC algorithm is that it was derived 

in a general sense. Many supperresolution algorithms make assumptions about the signal 

model or collection aperture, such as linear uniform sampling. However, the only 
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assumption made in the MUSIC algorithm is that the sources are decorrelated. This 

makes the MUSIC algorithm an excellent candidate to improve the resolution of DOA 

estimation in a complex propagation environment, specifically in our through-pipe 

problem. 

To apply the MUSIC algorithm for DOA estimation, we assume the signal from S 

sources is collected using an array of T receivers. No constraints are placed on the 

sampling rate or shape of the array. The signal from S sources received on the array is 

modeled by the following linear equation: 

UV�V�
⋮V%W = D����� ����� … ���&�F UX�X�

⋮X&

W + U����
⋮�%W (5.1) 

where V are the received signals, X are the signal parameters, � are additive noise, and 

����� are the steering vectors, i.e. the response seen on the array due to a signal incident 

from the �� direction. The MUSIC algorithm consists of five steps. First, given the signal 

V, the covariance matrix is computed 

C = VV∗ = �XX∗�∗ + ��∗ (5.2) 

where (∙)∗ is the conjugate-transpose. Second, the eigen decomposition of the covariance 

matrix is computed, which results in a set of eigenvalues, Y, and eigenvectors, �. In [56] 

Schmidt showed that of the T eigenvalues, there will be S dominant eigenvalues with 

large values that correspond to the signal subspace and O eigenvalues with minimal 

values that correspond to the noise subspace. The third step is to separate the noise 
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subspace of the eigenvectors, �', which corresponds to the O minimal eigenvalues. 

Fourth, the pseudo spectrum is computed by projecting the noise subspace, �', in to the 

continuum of steering vectors, ����, as follows: 

Z%(��� =
1�∗����'�'∗ ����. (5.3) 

The noise subspace is known to be orthogonal to the signal subspace, therefore 

the projection in (5.3) will result in a near-zero value when ���� corresponds to a signal 

direction. The result of taking the inverse of the projection is a spectrum with very sharp 

peaks in the signal directions and no sidelobes. The fifth and final step of the MUSIC 

algorithm is to solve for the signal parameters, X, in the direction of the peaks in the 

pseudo spectrum.  The resulting equation is linear, so this step can be easily done by the 

linear least-squares algorithm. 

5.3 DOA ESTIMATION THROUGH A PIPE USING MUSIC 

To apply MUSIC for DOA estimation through a pipe requires that the steering 

vectors, ����, properly account for the transmission through a pipe. To demonstrate the 

performance of MUSIC through a pipe a simulation is performed. Two 10 GHz sources 

are located 20° apart in azimuth on one side of a pipe. The pipe has a radius of 5 cm and 

length of 50 cm. The sources are modulated with a random binary signal that is observed 

by a 20 element linear array with half-wavelength spacing on the other side of the pipe. 

The modulation is necessary to decorrelate the sources. The transmission data and the 
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steering vectors, ����, are simulated using the modal approach used previously. The 

covariance matrix of the received signal is computed using (5.2) and the eigen 

decomposition of the signal is found. Fig. 5.1 shows the magnitude of the resulting 

eigenvalues in dB. From Fig. 5.1 it is clear that there are two dominant eigenvalues, 

which is expected since there are two sources. The remaining 18 eigenvalues correspond 

to the noise subspace. The noise subspace is separated from the eigenvectors and the 

pseudo spectrum is computed using (5.3). Fig. 5.2 shows the pseudo spectrum of the 

received signal. The pseudo spectrum shows two sharp peaks at the azimuth positions of 

the two sources. 

 

Figure 5.1:  Eigenvalues from through-pipe simulation. 
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Figure 5.2:  MUSIC pseudo spectrum for DOA estimation through a pipe. 

For comparison, the signal data is also processed using a matched filter for DOA 

estimation. Fig. 5.3 shows the DOA result of processing the simulated data using a 

matched filter. It is clear that the two targets are not resolved by the matched filter. The 

simulation results show that MUSIC does indeed perform well for data collected through 

a pipe and that the resolution should be much improved over the performance of the 

matched filter results. 
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Figure 5.3:  Matched filter for DOA estimation through a pipe. 

At this point it is appropriate to point out one difference when using MUSIC with 

a pipe channel rather than free space. When using MUSIC in free space, the number of 

targets, S, that can be detected by an array of T elements is T − 1. If the number of 

targets exceeds T − 1, then it will not be possible to find the noise subspace. This 

condition is still true when propagating through a pipe channel, however the physics of 

the pipe channel introduces an additional constraint on the number of targets that can be 

detected. The number of targets that can be detected through a pipe channel must also be 

less than the number of propagating modes supported by the pipe. This property of the 

pipe channel is explained through the rank of the pipe channel. For S targets the 

covariance matrix is expected to have a rank of S. The rank of the transfer function that 

defines transmission through a pipe is equal to the number of propagating modes, [. If S 

is greater than the number of modes, [, then after transmission through the pipe, the 

covariance matrix will be reduced to a rank of [ instead of the expected rank of S. This 
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results in fewer dominant eigenvalues, which leads to an incorrect extraction of the noise 

subspace. Therefore, when propagating through a pipe, the number of targets MUSIC can 

discriminate is limited to the smaller of T − 1 and [. 

The previous discussion was on the one-way DOA estimation problem from 

sources.  Next, the MUSIC algorithm is applied to the two-way radar problem of DOA 

estimation of targets based on backscattering data collected through a pipe. Up to now it 

has been assumed that the sources are decorrelated.  In the above example, binary 

modulation was used to decorrelate the sources. However, in the case of radar, the targets 

are inherently correlated since they are illuminated simultaneously by the same source. 

Spatial smoothing is a useful method for decorrelation that has been previously used on 

backscattering data in free space [59] and through-wall radar imaging [60]. Spatial 

smoothing operates on monostatic backscattering data collected along a uniformly 

sampled linear array. The method divides the array into a set of sub-arrays, computes the 

covariance matrix of each sub-array, and then estimates the global covariance matrix by 

averaging the covariance matrices of the sub-arrays. For spatial smoothing to work, the 

array must exhibit shift invariance, i.e. each sub-array differs from other sub-arrays by a 

complex constant. In the case of monostatic backscattering collected through a pipe, this 

is not the case. Therefore, it is not possible to use spatial smoothing for decorrelation and 

other methods of decorrelation must be used. It is possible to decorrelate the targets using 

transmitter diversity, such as what is done in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 

radar [62]. MIMO radar involves the collection of bistatic backscattering data, which 

makes it possible to decorrelate the targets. The number of targets than can be 
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decorrelated is equal to the number of transmitters used. If the response due to two 

transmitters is measured, then at most two point scatterers could be detected. If the full 

bistatic response of an T element array is measured, which results in an T × T matrix, 

then T targets can be decorrelated. However, it is still only possible to detect at most 

T − 1 targets using MUSIC. 

Given the need to decorrelate the targets by collecting bistatic data, it is not 

possible to use a synthetic aperture approach for data collection. Fig. 5.4 shows the 

problem geometry, which is the same data collection scheme used in the beamforming 

method. A point scatterer is described by polar coordinates �̅(�, �) with respect to the 

right-end of the pipe. It is assumed that wideband bistatic data are collected from an array 

at T elements. The position of each element is described by polar coordinates �̅	(�	, �	) 

where the origin is located at the left-end of the pipe. 

 

Figure 5.4:  Data collection scheme for MUSIC. 
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The objective is to obtain the range, �, and azimuth, �, positions of the point 

scatterer. The method here first estimates the azimuth direction of arrival (DOA) using 

MUSIC for each frequency, and then applies an inverse Fourier transform to obtain the 

range position. To apply MUSIC to the DOA estimation problem, single-frequency 

bistatic backscattered data collected through the pipe are divided into the three 

mechanisms shown in Fig. 5.5. The backscattering is modeled using the following linear 

equation: 

U V�,� V�,�V�,� V�,�
⋮V%,� V%,�

…

V�,'V�,'
⋮V%,'

W
= D����� ����� … ���&�F U \����� ∙ X� \����� ∙ X�\����� ∙ X� \����� ∙ X�

⋮\���&� ∙ X& \���&� ∙ X&

…

\'���� ∙ X�\'���� ∙ X�
⋮\'��&� ∙ X&

W 

 

(5.4) 

where V	,� is the received signal on the 
th element of the array from the �th 

transmitter. In (5.4), the three scattering mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 5.5 are present. 

The one-way propagation from the �th transmitter to the &th target are accounted for by 

the complex constant \�����. The complex target parameters, X�, account for the 

scattering strength of the point scatterer and the two-way propagation from the end of the 

pipe to the target. One-way propagation from the array to the pipe and the one-way 

transmission through the pipe are accounted for by the steering vectors �����. For DOA 

estimation, MUSIC is applied as before without modification. However, the target 
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parameter estimates given by MUSIC include the transmitter weights, \�����. Therefore, 

to recover the correct target parameters, X�, the result of MUSIC must be divided by the 

transmitter weights. The result of MUSIC will be an estimate of the azimuth position, �� , 

and the complex scattering strength associated with the backscattering from a target in 

that direction, X�. 

 

Figure 5.5:  Bistatic scattering model. 

The imaging procedure is summarized in three steps. 1) Wideband bistatic 

backscattering data are collected through the pipe for T receiver positions and O 

transmitter positions. 2) For each frequency, MUSIC is used to estimate the azimuth 

positions of the target and the target parameters. The results of MUSIC are placed in a 

vector, the target parameter estimations are placed at their corresponding azimuth 

positions and zeros are filled in for all other azimuth positions under consideration. These 

vectors are then stacked to form a matrix of frequency against azimuth position. 3) For 

each azimuth position of interest an inverse Fourier transform is taken across frequency 
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to give the range position of the target. The result is a two-dimensional image in azimuth 

and range. 

5.4 MUSIC  IMAGING RESULTS 

To demonstrate the method outlined above, a set of simulations and 

measurements are performed. The proposed imaging method using MUSIC is compared 

to an imaging procedure using a matched filter for DOA estimation. To use a matched 

filter for DOA estimation step 2 of the method that uses MUSIC is replaced with a 

matched filter approach. The pipe used for simulations and measurements has a radius of 

2.55 cm and length of 76.2 cm. The array has 9 elements located at a radius of 0.45 cm 

and evenly spaced in azimuth from -40° to 40°. The array forms a circular arc centered at 

boresight with respect to the pipe. Backscattering data are collected from 12 to 18 GHz. 

First, bistatic backscattering data for a single point scatterer located at �̅(2.5m, 0°) are 

simulated using the modal approach. Backscattering data are simulated for three 

transmitter positions at -10°, 0°, 10° azimuth. Backscattering from the pipe is not 

simulated, i.e. only backscattering from the point scatterer is considered. The steering 

vectors, ����, and the transmitter weights, \���, are also simulated using the modal code. 

The steering vectors are simulated for 69 azimuth positions between -85° and 85°, which 

define the extent and sampling rate of the pseudo spectrum computed via (5.3). Figs. 

5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show the resulting DOA estimations versus frequency using MUSIC 

and a matched filter respectively. The results show that both methods correctly identify 

the azimuth location of the target, however the matched filter exhibits sidelobes and a 
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much wider beamwidth in comparison to MUSIC. To form an image the inverse Fourier 

transform is taken across frequency and the results for MUSIC and the matched filter are 

shown in Figs. 5.6(c) and 5.6(d) respectively. Prior to taking the inverse Fourier 

transform, the frequency data are windowed with a Hamming window in order to 

suppress sidelobes at the expense of a broader peak in range. The final images further 

illustrate the superior localization and sidelobe performance from MUSIC as compared to 

a matched filter. 

 

Figure 5.6:  Simulated backscattering data with DOA estimation and image using (a) & 
(c) MUSIC and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

dB dB 

dB dB 
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Next, backscattering data are measured in the laboratory as described in Appendix 

A. The pipe geometry and array geometry are the same as in simulation. A corner 

reflector with an edge length of 5 cm is used as a target and placed at �̅�2.5m, −15°�. 
Three transmitter positions at -10°, 0°, 10° azimuth are measured. Again, The steering 

vectors, ����, and the transmitter weights, \���, are simulated using the modal code. 

This is analogous to the previous chapter, where measurement data are processed with a 

simulated basis. The alternative would be to perform a calibration measurement to 

determine ���� and \���. Background subtraction is used in conjunction with time 

gating in order to suppress backscattering from the pipe and clutter. Figs. 5.7(a) and 

5.7(b) show the MUSIC and matched filter DOA versus frequency results. As before, the 

MUSIC algorithm gives much better azimuth localization than the matched filter. The 

final images are formed and shown in Figs. 5.7(c) and 5.7(d) for MUSIC and the matched 

filter respectively. The image in Fig. 5.7(c) shows substantial sidelobes in range, which is 

due to the azimuth estimate of the target varying slightly with frequency as seen in Fig. 

5.7(a). However, the sidelobes are more than 15 dB lower than the target peak and the 

target location is clearly visible. The measurement images further support that MUSIC 

provides better localization than a matched filter. 
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Figure 5.7:  Single target measured backscattering data with DOA estimation and image 
using (a) & (c) MUSIC and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

Next, measurements are made with two corner reflectors located at 

�̅�1.8m, −25°� and �̅�3.1m, 25°�. Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) show the DOA results using 

MUSIC and a matched filter. In Fig. 5.8(b) rapid oscillations are observed in frequency, 

which is interference caused by the range offset of the two targets. Figs. 5.8(c) and 5.8(d) 

show the final images where both targets are clearly seen. As before, the MUSIC image 

has increased sidelobes in range and superior localization compared to the matched filter. 

dB dB 

dB 

dB 
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These results also show that backscattering data from two targets can be successfully 

decorrelated using a bistatic data collection scheme. 

 

Figure 5.8:  Two target measured backscattering data with DOA estimation and image 
using (a) & (c) MUSIC and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

The final demonstration is to show the superresolving capabilities of MUSIC. 

Noiseless backscattering data from two targets are simulated using the modal code. The 

targets are placed 30° apart and 1 m down-range. Figs. 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) show the DOA 

estimates for MUSIC and a matched filter respectively. The results show that MUSIC 

successfully identifies the two targets whereas it is not clear that two targets are present 

dB dB 

dB 

dB 
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in the matched filter result. The final images in Figs. 5.9(c) and 5.9(d) further support 

this, in that MUSIC processing shows two point scatterers and matched filter processing 

only shows one discernable peak. 

 

Figure 5.9:  Simulated supperresolution demonstration with DOA estimation and image 
using (a) & (c) MUSIC and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

5.5 UNCERTAINTY EFFECTS ON MUSIC 

The effects of uncertainty on the performance of MUSIC are explored through 

simulation. The two dominant sources of uncertainty are additive noise and array 

dB dB 

dB 
dB 
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positioning errors. Additive noise can obscure the signal, which degrades the 

performance of MUSIC. Array positioning errors create mismatch between the 

processing bases and the physical channel, which is also detrimental to MUSIC’s 

performance. First, the effects of additive noise on DOA estimation are investigated 

followed by a study of the effects of positioning error. 

To model additive noise, white Gaussian noise is added to the simulated 

backscattering data. First, the noise performance of MUSIC with respect to pipe radius is 

simulated. The simulation consists of three target positions of 0°, 45°, and 60° in azimuth 

and 1m from the target in each case. The array for each simulation contains 9 elements 

equally spaced in azimuth from -40° to 40° and 45cm from the pipe opening. Pipes with a 

length of 50cm and with radii of 2.5cm, 5cm, and 10cm are simulated. A Monte Carlo 

simulation is run with 5000 simulations for each noise power level ranging from -80 to 0 

dB. The transmit power of each array element is set to unity. The DOA estimation error is 

measured for each run and averaged over all the runs for each noise power level. The 

results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 5.10. Figs. 5.10(a), 5.10(b), and 

5.10(c) are for a target at 0°, 45°, and 60° respectively. In addition to the DOA estimation 

error for MUSIC, the DOA estimation error of a random guess is also simulated and 

shown in Fig. 5.10. It is observed that the DOA estimation error tends to saturate to a 

random guess, indicating that MUSIC no longer works. Two conclusions can be drawn 

from Fig. 5.10. First, a target closer to 0° is easier to detect in the presence of noise and 

becomes increasingly more difficult to detect as the target moves off boresight. This is 

due to the fact that as the target moves off boresight the target is illuminated by a weaker 
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signal, which results in weaker scattering that is more susceptible to interference from 

noise. Second, a larger pipe improves the detection performance in the presence of noise 

because more of the scattered power from the target is captured by the pipe. 

 

Figure 5.10:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to pipe 
radius for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

Next, the effect of array sampling on the noise performance of MUSIC is 

simulated. The Monte Carlo simulation is performed the same as before. However, the 

pipe radius is set to 5cm with a length of 50cm and the extent of the array in azimuth is 
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set from -40° to 40° while the number of elements in the array was varied. The array 

elements are equally spaced in azimuth and the number of array elements is set to 9, 17, 

and 33. The Monte Carlo simulation results are shown in Figs. 5.11(a), 5.11(b), and 

5.11(c) for a target at 0°, 45°, and 60° in azimuth respectively. Again it is observed that 

the detection of targets as they move away from boresight is increasingly more difficult 

in the presence of noise. It addition, it is observed that increasing the number of elements 

also improves DOA estimation performance.  This is expected since more data samples 

improve the robustness to random noise. 
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Figure 5.11:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to array 
sampling for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

The third and final Monte Carlo simulation is to determine the effect of the array 

extent on noise performance. Here, the number of elements in the array is set to 17 and 

the elements are equally spaced in azimuth from -20°:20°, -40°:40°, and -70°:70°. The 

pipe radius is remains 5cm and the length is 50cm. Figs. 5.12(a), 5.12(b), and 5.12(c) 

show the simulation results for a target at 0°, 45°, and 60° in azimuth respectively. The 
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key observation here is that the detection of targets away from boresight in the presence 

of noise can be improved by increasing the azimuth extent of the array. 

 

Figure 5.12:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to array 
extent for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

The effect of array positioning error on the DOA estimation performance of 

MUSIC is also studied. It was found that MUSIC is most susceptible to the accuracy of 

the radial position of the array elements with respect to the pipe, i.e. the distance from the 

transmitter to the pipe. To simulate array positioning error, the radial positions of the 
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array elements are randomized about a mean radius of 45cm and the data are processed 

with a set of bases that assumes the array is located exactly on the 45cm circle. The array 

element positions are varied by selecting from a set of normally distributed random 

numbers with a variance that varies from 0 to a wavelength, λ. As before, the DOA 

estimation performance with respect to radius, array sampling, and array extent are 

explored through Monte Carlo simulations using the same simulation parameters. Fig. 

5.13 shows the simulation results for the performance of MUSIC in the presence of 

positioning errors with respect to pipe radius. The key result from Fig. 5.13 is that when 

the positioning error is above 0.2λ, the results degrade tremendously. Therefore, in order 

to have any chance of accurately detecting the target, positioning errors should be kept 

below 0.2λ. In Fig. 5.13(a), when the target is located at 0° in azimuth, the DOA 

estimation error decreases with increasing pipe size and for a sufficiently large pipe there 

is negligible error. However, when the target is moved away from boresight, as in Figs. 

5.13(b) and 5.13(c), the position error has a more substantial effect on DOA estimation 

error. It is also observed that the pipe radius affects the maximum error observed, but 

does not improve the amount of positioning error MUSIC will tolerate. 
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Figure 5.13:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of positioning error with 
respect to pipe radius for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

Next, the effect of array sampling on the DOA estimation performance of MUSIC 

with positioning errors is simulated. Fig. 5.14 shows the results for the three target 

positions. In Fig. 5.14, when the positioning error is above 0.2λ there is little chance of 

accurately acquiring the target position. When the positioning error is below 0.2λ, it is 

observed that increasing the number of samples improves the DOA performance. 
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Therefore, increasing the number of elements improves the DOA estimation accuracy in 

the presence of position errors when using MUSIC. 

 

Figure 5.14:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of positioning error with 
respect to array sampling for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

The final simulation shows the effect of the array extent on MUSIC’s 

performance with positioning error. The Monte Carlo simulation results are shown in Fig. 

5.15. In Fig. 5.15(a), when the target is at boresight, it noted that the DOA estimation 

error is acceptable for a sufficiently large array. When the target is away from boresight, 
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Figs. 5.15(b) and 5.15(c), changing the extent of the array effects the maximum error 

observed, but does not necessarily lead to improved DOA estimation accuracy. 

 

Figure 5.15:  MUSIC DOA estimation error in the presence of positioning error with 
respect to array extent for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter  the MUSIC algorithm was applied to improve the azimuth 

resolution while imaging through a pipe. The presence of the pipe channel was found to 

influence the MUSIC algorithm in two ways. First, the number of targets MUSIC can 
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detect is limited by the number of propagating modes in the pipe. Second, spatial 

smoothing cannot be used to decorrelate targets, therefore, it is necessary to collect 

bistatic backscattering data to decorrelate targets. The imaging method was then 

demonstrated on simulated and measurement backscattering data, using a simulated set of 

bases to process all of the data. It was shown that MUSIC provides superior resolution in 

comparison with a matched filter. 

Finally, the effects of noise and positioning errors on MUSIC’s DOA estimation 

performance were explored through Monte Carlo simulations. It was found that additive 

noise makes it more difficult to detect targets that are at wide angles with respect to the 

boresight of the pipe. To combat the negative effects of additive noise it was found that 

using a pipe with a larger radius, increasing the array sampling, and increasing the array 

extent all help improve the DOA estimation performance of MUSIC. In the presence of 

positioning errors, it was found that MUSIC does not tolerate errors above 0.2λ. Below 

an error of 0.2λ it was found that larger radius and array sampling improve DOA 

estimation performance. However, it was found the array extent had little influence. 
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Chapter 6:   Application of Compressed Sensing Techniques to Imaging Through a 
Pipe 

6.1 INTRODUCTION  

In the previous chapter, MUSIC was applied to the problem of DOA estimation 

through a pipe to achieve enhanced resolution and localization in comparison with a 

matched filter method. However, due to the need to decorrelate the backscattering from 

multiple targets, the MUSIC method required the collection of bistatic data. This is true 

for any algorithm that falls into this class of subspace methods, which are based on the 

covariance matrix. Recently, a solution framework known as compressed sensing (CS) 

has been proposed in the signal processing community that has shown superior 

localization to matched filter and least-squares solutions [63][64]. CS solutions are not 

based on the covariance matrix and therefore monostatic backscattering data can be used 

for processing. In this chapter, CS is applied to the problem of DOA estimation through a 

pipe in order to improve the cross-range resolution of the radar image using monostatic 

data. First, an overview of CS and its application in radar imaging is given in Section 6.2. 

Then, a method for applying CS to the problem of imaging through a pipe is presented in 

Section 6.3. Simulation and measurement results using the proposed method are 

presented in Section 6.4. The effect of noise on the performance of CS is explored in 

Section 6.5. Finally, a summary of the findings and conclusions are given in Section 6.6. 
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6.2 COMPRESSED SENSING OVERVIEW  

We begin with an overview of CS and its application to radar imaging. In early 

2006 Candès, Romberg, and Tao showed that exact image recovery could be achieved 

using sparse regularization operating on an incomplete set of Fourier samples [63]. At the 

time, sparse regularization of inverse problems had been previously demonstrated [65], 

however the key contribution from Candès et al. was that they were able to significantly 

undersample the data, effectively beating the Nyqust sampling criterion. A few months 

later Donoho coined the term compressed sensing and provided further theoretical insight 

and a framework for CS [64]. The motivation for CS was to reduce the number of 

measurements needed for exact recovery. To this end, CS was proposed with the goal of 

accurately solving an underdetermined inverse problem of the form 

] = �� (6.1) 

where � ∈ ℂ% is a matrix with dimensions T < O and the solution to � ∈ ℂ' is 

sought from the measurements ] ∈ ℂ%. In addition it is assumed that the columns of � 

are normalized to unit L2-norm. Since the problem is underdetermined there exist 

multiple solutions that are equally correct, i.e. a solution space.  One solution commonly 

used is the least-squares solution, which is equivalent to the minimum energy or L2-

minimization of the form 
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min�) ‖�_‖�  subject to ��_ = ]. (6.2) 

While the least squares solution provides a solution �_, it is generally not the exact 

solution to the � in (6.1), i.e. �_ ≠ �. If it is known a priori that � is sparse then it would 

be useful to pose the problem as the linear program 

min�) ‖�_‖�  subject to ‖��_ − ]‖� = 0 (6.3) 

where ‖∙‖� is the L0 quasi-norm, which is equal to the number of non-zero 

elements in �_. The linear program in (6.3) would find a solution that contains the fewest 

number of non-zero elements. The key contribution from the CS literature [63][64] 

showed that, provided the matrix � obeys certain properties, the sparsest solution is the 

exact solution, i.e. �_ = �. Therefore, (6.3) is well suited for finding the exact solution to 

problems where the solution is known or expected to be sparse. However, the linear 

program in (6.3) is an NP-hard algorithm, i.e. the solution can only be found through a 

brute force search over the solution space. In [66] it was shown through convex 

relaxation that the solution to (6.3) can be equivalently solved using the following L1-

minimization: 

min�) ‖�_‖�  subject to ‖��_ − ]‖� = 0 (6.4) 
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where ‖∙‖� is the L1-norm. The advantage of posing the problem as an L1-

minimization is that the problem is now a convex optimization problem that can be 

solved in practice [67]. There exist a variety of solution methods to solve the linear 

program in (6.4), e.g. basis pursuit [65], orthogonal matching pursuit [68], and Bayesian 

methods [69]. 

As previously mentioned, the solution to the linear program in (6.4) is the exact 

solution, �_ = �, with high probability if the matrix � satisfies certain properties. The key 

property that � must satisfy is the restricted isometry property (RIP) [70]. The RIP is 

verified for a matrix � by considering all � such that ‖�‖� ≤ ' and finding the restricted 

isometry constant ̀� > 0 that satisfies the following inequality: 

�1 − `��‖�‖�� ≤ ‖��‖�� ≤ �1 + `��‖�‖��. (6.5) 

For sufficiently small ̀ �, the matrix � is said to satisfy the RIP. For larger 

restricted isometry constants `�, exact recovery is less probable. In other words, the RIP 

says that every subset of the matrix � behaves approximately as an orthonormal basis. 

The RIP is a useful mathematical property, however, it is not practical to verify the RIP 

for large arbitrary matrices. A more useful property that is correlated with the RIP is the 

mutual coherence [71] of � which is defined as 

� = max�*� 7〈��, ��〉7 (6.6) 
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where �� is the ith column of the matrix � and the mutual coherence is bounded 

by 0 ≤ � ≤ 1 assuming normalization to unit L2-norm. Small values of the mutual 

coherence � indicate that the matrix � is likely to satisfy the RIP. The computation of the 

mutual coherence in (6.6) is far more tractable that verifying the RIP. 

With the theory and framework of CS in place, CS is a tool that could be used for 

a variety of applications. Recently, there has been considerable interest in both 

compressive measurement schemes and sparse regularization within the field of radar 

imaging. Some recent work on the application of compressed sensing (CS) to radar 

imaging can be found in [72]-[77]. As pointed out earlier, using an L1-minimization will 

recover the exact solution when the problem satisfies the RIP. The key issue for radar is 

whether the physical propagation channel will result in a matrix that satisfies the RIP. In 

free-space inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging, it is known that the imaging 

problem can be posed as a two-dimensional Fourier transform. In CS, it has been 

established that the Fourier basis satisfies the RIP [63], hence CS is directly applicable to 

free-space ISAR imaging. When the propagation channel is more complex and not 

modeled by a Fourier basis, it is not clear how well CS will perform. Nonetheless, good 

results using CS for radar imaging have been reported in ground penetrating radar [74] 

and through-wall imaging [75][77]. However, the bases used are only slight deviations of 

the Fourier basis. In this chapter, CS is applied to the pipe imaging problem, where the 

propagation characteristics of the pipe deviate significantly from the Fourier basis. 
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6.3 COMPRESSED SENSING THROUGH A PIPE 

Fig. 6.1 shows the problem geometry where backscattering data are collected on 

the left-side of a pipe from a target on the right-side of the pipe. As before, it is assumed 

that the pipe is operated in an over-moded region and that it is embedded in an opaque 

wall. The target is modeled as a point scatterer that is described by polar coordinates 

�̅(�, �) with respect to the right-end of the pipe. Wideband monostatic data are collected 

along a baseline at O positions to form a synthetic aperture. The position of the 

transceiver at each data collection point is described by polar coordinates �̅�(��, ��) 

where the origin is located at the left-end of the pipe. 

 

Figure 6.1:  Problem geometry for imaging through a pipe using CS. 

To image through the pipe, the azimuth, �, and range, �, positions of the target are 

sought. As in the previous chapter, our method entails first estimating the azimuth 

direction of arrival (DOA) using CS for each frequency, and then applying an inverse 
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Fourier transform to obtain the range position. To apply CS to the DOA estimation 

problem, single-frequency backscattered data collected through the pipe are modeled 

using the following linear equation: 

] = �� + c (6.7) 

where the vector ] represents the backscattered data at each transceiver position, the 

vector � contains the target strength for each azimuth direction of interest, the matrix � is 

our basis, and c is additive noise. The basis � accounts for the two-way propagation from 

the radar to the pipe and the two-way propagation through the pipe. For DOA estimation, 

the goal is to recover � from ] in (6.7). If we assume � is sparse, i.e. there are few targets 

present in azimuth, and the noise is bounded by ‖c‖� ≤ � then the DOA estimation 

problem can be solved using the linear program 

min�) ‖�_‖�  subject to ‖��_ − ]‖� ≤ � (6.8) 

where �_ is the DOA estimation. Provided � satisfies the RIP, the linear program in (6.8) 

is solved exactly with high probability according to CS theory [78]. Our method for 

imaging through a pipe can thus be summarized in four steps: 1) Monostatic wideband 

backscattering data are collected for each transceiver position. 2) The basis, A, for the 

pipe channel is computed based on the transceiver position �̅�(��, ��) and known pipe 

dimensions. The columns of the basis are then normalized to unit L2-norm. 3) For each 

frequency, the direction of arrival, �_, is computed by solving (6.8) and the results are 
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stacked to form a frequency-azimuth matrix. 4) For each azimuth position of interest, the 

inverse Fourier transform is performed along frequency to generate the range information 

of the target image. The result is a two-dimensional image in range and azimuth. 

6.4 COMPRESSED SENSING IMAGING RESULTS 

The imaging method is demonstrated using simulated and measured 

backscattering data collected through a pipe. For each set of data the image is formed 

using CS and compared to an image formed using a matched filter. In the latter case, the 

DOA estimation, step 3 of our method, is replaced with a matched filter. To solve the 

linear program in (6.8) requires a solver. Many solvers capable of solving (6.8) are 

available including the l1Magic toolbox [79], CVX [80], and SPGL1 [81]. Some of the 

solvers, such as l1Magic operate on real data, therefore it is necessary to pose the linear 

problem in (6.7) in terms of its real and imaginary components via the following linear 

equation: 

�Re{]}

Im{]}
� = dRe{�} −Im{�}

Im{�} Re{�}
e �Re{�}

Im{�}
� + �Re{c}

Im{c}
�. (6.9) 

For the remainder of this chapter, the SPGL1 Matlab toolbox is used. It was found 

that the solvers that operate on real data were more likely to produce phase errors due to 

quantization, which causes high sidelobes and false targets in range. Therefore, SPGL1 

was chosen because it operates on complex data natively resulting in less phase error. 

The pipe used for simulation and measurement has a radius of 2.55 cm and a length of 

76.5 cm and data are collected for 12-18 GHz. The backscattering data are observed at 9 
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positions, equally spaced in azimuth from -40° to 40° and 45 cm from the mouth of the 

pipe. To test the imaging method, monostatic backscattering data are simulated for a 

single point target at �̅(2.5m, 0°) using the modal approach. The basis, A, is also 

computed using the modal approach with 69 points from -85° to 85° in azimuth. For the 

linear program in (6.8), � is set to 0.01‖]‖�. Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) show the results of 

the DOA estimation at all frequencies for a CS and matched filter respectively. Both 

provide valid azimuth estimations, however it is clear that CS gives better localization. 

Figs. 6.2(c) and 6.2(d) show the results after applying the inverse Fourier transform after 

CS and matched filter DOA estimations respectively. The final point scatterer response 

shows that CS gives better performance in terms of localization and sidelobe response. 

More importantly, despite the fact that it is not known whether our basis, A, satisfies the 

RIP, the results in Fig. 6.2 indicate that L1-minimization can be used to obtain a high-

resolution image through a pipe. 
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Figure 6.2:  Simulated backscattering data with DOA estimation and image using (a) & 
(c) CS and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

Next, measured monostatic backscattering data are collected through a pipe as 

described in Appendix A. The pipe and measurement parameters are the same as in 

simulation. A corner reflector with an edge length of 5 cm is placed at �̅(2.5m, 20°). The 

basis, A, is computed using the modal approach with the same parameters as before. For 

the linear program in (6.8), � is set to 0.1‖]‖� to account for the higher noise level in the 

measurement as compared with simulation, which was noiseless. Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) 

show the results of the DOA estimation at all frequencies from the CS and matched filter 

respectively. Figs. 6.3(c) and 6.3(d) show the CS and matched filter images respectively. 

dB dB 

dB dB 
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In Fig. 6.3(a) the localization deteriorates in two frequency bands around 14 GHz and 

then above 16 GHz. These frequencies are at the cutoff of additional propagating modes 

that get excited within the pipe. Since it is difficult to model the propagation exactly 

around cutoff the result is mismatched between the simulated basis and actual pipe 

channel. This causes the loss of localization in these frequency bands, however there is 

little effect on the final image in Fig. 6.3(c). The results in Fig. 6.3 confirm that the CS 

imaging procedure is applicable to measured data and again illustrates the superior 

localization over matched filter processing. In addition this also shows that the 

measurement data can be processed using CS with a simulated basis. 
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Figure 6.3:  Single target measured backscattering data with DOA estimation and image 
using (a) & (c) CS and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

Finally, measurements are made with two targets to demonstrate the resolution 

performance of CS. Two corner reflectors of equal size are placed 2.5 m down-range at 

15° and -15° in azimuth. Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) show the results of the DOA estimation 

using CS and matched filter processing. From the results it is clear that matched filter 

processing cannot resolve the two targets while CS successfully detects the presence of 

two targets. This is further confirmed in Figs. 6.4(c) and 6.4(d), where the CS image 

shows two targets at their expected locations and the matched filter shows only one 

dB 
dB 

dB 
dB 
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target. These results also demonstrate that CS can distinguish between correlated radar 

targets, unlike MUSIC. 

 

Figure 6.4:  Two target measured backscattering data with DOA estimation and image 
using (a) & (c) CS and (b) & (d) a matched filter. 

6.5 UNCERTAINTY EFFECTS ON COMPRESSED SENSING 

Similar to the study of uncertainty effects of MUSIC in the previous chapter, the 

effects of uncertainty on the performance of CS are explored through simulation. The 

effects of additive noise on DOA estimation are investigated. To model additive noise, 

white Gaussian noise is added to the simulated backscattering data. First, the noise 

performance of CS with respect to pipe radius is simulated. The simulation consists of a 

dB 
dB 

dB 
dB 
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single target with three different  positions of 0°, 45°, and 60° in azimuth and 1m from 

the right end of the pipe in each case. The array for each simulation contains 9 elements 

equally spaced in azimuth from -40° to 40° and 45cm from the left pipe opening. Pipes 

with a length of 50cm and with radii of 2.5cm, 5cm, and 10cm are simulated. A Monte 

Carlo simulation is run with 1000 simulations for each noise power level ranging from -

80 to 0 dB normalized to the transmit power of each array element. The power of each 

array element is set to unity. For the linear program in (6.8), � is set to 0.1‖]‖�. The 

DOA estimation error is measured for each run and averaged over all the runs for each 

noise power level. The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 6.5. Figs. 

6.5(a), 6.5(b), and 6.5(c) are for a target at 0°, 45°, and 60° respectively. In addition to the 

DOA estimation error for CS, the DOA estimation error of a random guess is also 

simulated and shown as a dashed line in the figures. Several observations can be made 

from Fig. 6.5. First, a target closer to 0° is easier to detect in the presence of noise and 

becomes increasingly more difficult to detect as the target moves off boresight. Second, a 

larger pipe improves the detection performance in the presence of noise. These same 

trends were observed in the previous chapter when using MUSIC.  Also, it is important to 

point out that while the CS performance degradation may appear to be worse than that of 

MUSIC when comparing Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 5.9, the CS results were generated based on 

monostatic data while the MUSIC results were based the larger bistatic data set.  
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Figure 6.5:  CS DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to pipe radius 
for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 

Next, the effect of array sampling on the noise performance of CS is simulated. 

The Monte Carlo simulation is performed the same as before. However, the pipe radius is 

set to 5cm with a length of 50cm and the extent of the array in azimuth is set from -40° to 

40° while the number of elements in the array was varied. The array elements are equally 

spaced in azimuth and the number of array elements is set to 9, 17, and 33. The Monte 

Carlo simulation results are shown in Figs. 6.6(a), 6.6(b), and 6.6(c) for a target at 0°, 
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45°, and 60° in azimuth respectively. Again it is observed that the detection of targets as 

they move away from boresight is increasingly more difficult in the presence of noise. 

However, contrary to intuition it is observed that increasing the number of elements 

slightly hurts DOA estimation performance. This is most likely due to the choice of �. As 

the number of elements is increased it becomes more difficult to match the data for the 

same �. 

 

Figure 6.6:  CS DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to array 
sampling for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 
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The third and final Monte Carlo simulation is to determine the effect of the array 

extent on noise performance. Here, the number of elements in the array is set to 17 and 

the elements are equally spaced in azimuth from -20°:20°, -40°:40°, and -70°:70°. The 

pipe radius is remains 5cm and the length is 50cm. Figs. 6.7(a), 6.7(b), and 6.7(c) show 

the simulation results for a target at 0°, 45°, and 60° in azimuth respectively. The results 

show, that in general, increasing the extent of the array improves the performance of CS 

in the presence of noise. 

 

Figure 6.7:  CS DOA estimation error in the presence of noise with respect to array extent 
for a target located at (a) 0°, (b) 45°, and (c) 60° in azimuth. 
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6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter a technique for obtaining radar images through a pipe based on 

compressed sensing has been developed and demonstrated. By assuming the image is 

sparse in azimuth it is possible to apply CS theory to obtain a high-resolution DOA 

estimation. To apply CS, an L1-minimization was solved using the SPGL1 solver to 

obtain the DOA for the target. While it is not possible to ascertain whether the pipe 

channel satisfies the restricted isometry property, it was shown that an L1-minization can 

still be applied to obtain high-resolution images through a pipe. The imaging method was 

demonstrated through simulation and measurement and it was shown that measurement 

data can be processed using a basis simulated using the modal approach. Since a robust 

sampling criteria does not exist for the pipe, it is not clear whether any compression or 

reduction in the number of data samples was achieved. Nonetheless, the resolution 

achieved with CS is certainly better than the resolution achieved using matched filter 

processing. In addition, contrary to MUSIC, CS operates on monostatic data, which is 

easier to collect in practice using synthetic aperture data collection. Finally, the 

performance with respect to noise was investigated. It was found that increasing the 

radius of the pipe and angular extent of the array improves performance and, contrary to 

intuition, increasing the sampling slightly hurts performance. 
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Chapter 7:   Propagation Through an Arbitrary Pipe Channel 

7.1 INTRODUCTION  

Up to this point in the dissertation it has been assumed that the pipe channel 

consists of a straight pipe. Propagation through straight sections of circular waveguides is 

well understood. It is simply a phase delay of each mode down the length of the section 

based on the corresponding propagation constant. In this chapter, we extend our 

propagation analysis to deal with more complex pipe structures that include 

discontinuities such as bends and junctions. The presence of discontinuities in the pipe 

complicates the transmission, especially in an over-moded pipe. In a straight pipe, due to 

the orthogonality of waveguide modes there is no cross coupling between modes. 

However, it is known that mode conversion takes place, i.e. there is cross coupling 

between modes, when propagating through waveguide discontinuities [46][27]. The 

implication is that unlike a straight section of waveguide, the strength of the modes on the 

output aperture will not necessarily be equal to the strength of modes on the input 

aperture, which complicates the computation of the transmission through the pipe. Many 

numerical methods exist that are capable of computing the transmission of a field through 

a pipe. In order to continue using the closed-form solution for radiation and coupling 

from a circular waveguide, it is necessary to compute the transmitted field in terms of the 

modal components. Therefore, a generalized scattering matrix (GSM) approach to 

transmission through a pipe channel will be used [46][82][83]. 
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In this chapter an approach for computing the transmission through an arbitrary 

pipe channel using the GSM is proposed. The remainder of this chapter is divided into 

four sections. In Section 7.2 a review of the generalized scattering matrix will be given 

followed by a description of how the GSM is used to compute transmission through a 

pipe. In Section 7.3, the computation of the GSM for a 90° bend using the commercial 

software package FEKO [46] is discussed. Section 7.4 presents simulation and 

measurement results for transmission through a pipe with a 90 degree bend. The final 

section discusses conclusions. 

7.2 GSM METHOD FOR TRANSMISSION THROUGH COMPLEX PIPE STRUCTURES 

The scattering matrix is a useful tool in microwave network analysis to 

characterize two-port networks that relates the incident waves propagating into the 

network to the reflected/transmitted waves propagating out of the network. This provides 

a complete electromagnetic description of the network. In the simplified definition for 

scattering parameters there is a single mode on each port. The generalized scattering 

parameters extends the scattering matrix definition to handle multiple modes [46]. 

Therefore, a section of waveguide can be described by a multi-port generalized scattering 

matrix [82]. Each propagating and evanescent mode is allocated an entry in the GSM, 

which results in a matrix of infinite dimensions. Therefore, a single reflection or 

transmission coefficient is replaced by an infinite sub-matrix in this construct. In theory, 

such an infinite-size matrix can fully describe a waveguide discontinuity in an over-

moded waveguide. For practical implementations, only a finite number of evanescent 
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modes are needed since higher order modes decay rapidly away from the discontinuity. 

The GSM for a section of waveguide describes the modes propagating away from a 

waveguide segment from the set of incident modes. This makes the GSM approach useful 

for interfacing with the closed-form modal approach. 

For an interconnected waveguide network consisting of straight sections and 

discontinuities like bends and other junctions the individual GSMs associated with each 

section can be cascaded to form a total GSM description of the waveguide network [82]. 

This is a useful property of the GSM. To cascade two GSMs, consider the two networks 

shown in Fig. 7.1. The two networks in Fig. 7.1 are described by the following GSMs: 

�8+,-8+.-� = dC�� C��C�� C��e ��+,-�+.-� (7.1) 

�8+/-8+&-� = dC  C 0C0 C00e ��+/-�+&-� (7.2) 

where �+∙- represents incident field strengths, 8+∙- represents reflected field strengths, and 

C	� are the scattering parameter sub-matrices. The two networks in Fig. 7.1 are 

connected via port B and C to form a GSM description of the cascaded network. The 

cascaded GSM has the form: 

�8+,-8+&-� = dC,, C,&C&, C&&e ��+,-�+&-�. (7.3) 

The parameters in (7.3) are found using the following four equations: 
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C,, = C�� + C���� − C  C���
�C  C�� (7.4) 

C,& = C���� − C  C���
�C 0 (7.5) 

C&, = C0 �� − C��C  �
�C�� (7.6) 

C,, = C00 + C0 �� − C��C  �
�C��C 0. (7.7) 

The ability to cascade GSMs is a useful property because it makes it possible to 

decompose a complex network into a set of simple or primitive elements. In the case of a 

complex pipe channel, the pipe can be decomposed into a set of simple primitives such as 

straight sections, bends, and junctions. Each of the primitives can then be characterized 

by their GSM. Transmission through the channel is then computed by cascading the 

primitive elements together. The advantages to this approach are two-fold. First, by 

reducing the problem into small sections the computations are more practical than solving 

the full pipe channel. Second, once the GSM for the primitive elements have been 

computed they can be used to model complex pipe channels comprised of these 

primitives. 
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Figure 7.1:  Two microwave networks. 

As mentioned above, the GSM for a waveguide includes both propagating and 

evanescent modes. The modal approach for coupling and radiation from the waveguide 

only considers the propagating modes, therefore ideally the GSM would only consider 

the propagating modes as well. However, when propagating through a discontinuity it is 

known that energy from the propagating modes will couple into the evanescent modes 

and vice-versa [27]. Therefore, using only the propagating modes in the GSM will give 

inaccurate results. If we assume that all discontinuities are separated by a straight section 

of waveguide of sufficient length to allow the evanescent modes to decay then it is 

possible to only consider the propagating modes of the GSM. This assumption will be 

adopted here and only the propagating modes will be considered in the GSM 

computations. 

The approach to compute the transmission through an arbitrary pipe channel is 

summarized as follows. First, the complex channel is divided into primitive elements and 
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each primitive element is characterized by its GSM. Second, the complete GSM 

description of the pipe channel is formed by cascading the GSMs together. Third, the 

strength of the modes excited by the incident field are found using the closed-form 

solution and the results are used with the GSM cascade to compute the transmission of 

the modes through the pipe channel. The final step is to solve the radiation problem for 

the given mode strengths. 

7.3 GSM RESULTS FOR PIPE SEGMENTS 

To compute the GSM for a pipe discontinuity structure requires a full-wave 

simulation. To perform this simulation, FEKO’s method of moments solver is chosen. 

FEKO allows the user to define waveguide ports and impress TE and TM circular-

waveguide field distributions as incident fields. The computation of the GSM using 

FEKO is demonstrated through an example. The GSM for a 90° bend in a circular pipe is 

sought. The geometry of the bend is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). The radius of the pipe is � and 

the radius of the bend is �. The bend is modeled in FEKO and the CAD model is shown 

in Fig. 7.2(b). 
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Figure 7.2:  Bend (a) geometry (b) FEKO CAD model. 

Unfortunately, FEKO does not natively compute the GSM for a given waveguide 

section, therefore it is necessary to derive the GSM from near-field simulations. The 

procedure for computing the GSM for the C�� sub-matrix using FEKO is summarized in 

three steps. 1) For each propagating mode the incident mode is excited on Port A of Fig. 

7.2(b) and the electric and magnetic fields on Port B are observed. 2) The strengths of the 

propagating modes on Port B are then found by projecting each mode into the near field 

results using [46]: 

��� =
1

2f�
d! �"�12�� × �#�� ∙ &'̅ + ! �"�� × �#�12�� ∙ &'̅e (7.8) 

where ��� is the strength of the �th mode on Port B excited by the �th mode on Port A, 

�"�12�� and �#�12�� are the transverse electric and magnetic fields from FEKO, �"�� and �#�� 
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are the transverse electric and magnetic fields for the �th propagating mode, and f� is 

defined as follows: 

f� ≜ ! �"�� × �#�� ∙ &'̅. (7.9) 

3) Once the strength of each mode is determined, the S-parameters are computed by 

normalizing to unit power using 

C�� =
���∬ �"�� × �#�� ∙ &'̅ (7.10) 

where C�� is the scattering parameter and �"�� and �#�� are the transverse electric and 

magnetic fields for the �th mode impressed on Port A. A similar method is used to find 

the C�� and C�� sub-matrices, but the near fields are observed on the same port as the 

excitation instead of the opposite port. The final sub-matrix C�� is already known since 

C�� is equal to C�� through reciprocity. 

To test the method for computing the GSM using FEKO, a straight section is 

simulated and compared with theory. The straight section of waveguide has a radius of 

2.54cm and length of 3cm. The waveguide is lossless and the GSM is calculated using 

the method outlined above for a frequency of 6 GHz. The magnitude of the GSM in 

decibels is shown in Fig. 7.3. There are a total of 5 propagating modes present in the 

pipe, with TE11 and TE21 each having a vertically and horizontally polarized mode. For a 

straight section of waveguide it is expected that the S12 and S21 sub-matrices are diagonal 

with ones on the diagonal, which is the case in Fig. 7.3. To further verify the GSM result 
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for the straight section of waveguide the phase of the S21 sub-matrix if compared to the 

phase expected from theory. The theory results are found by computing the phase delay 

using the propagation constant for each mode. The phase of the FEKO and theory results 

are shown in Fig. 7.4. From Fig. 7.4 it is clear that FEKO and theory are in agreement. 

The results for the straight section verify that the method for computing the GSM using 

FEKO is valid. 

 

Figure 7.3:  Magnitude of GSM for straight section of circular waveguide. 

dB 
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Figure 7.4:  Phase for S21 sub-matrix of GSM for a straight circular waveguide section. 

Now, the GSM for the bend in Fig. 7.2(b) is computed for a pipe radius of 2.54cm 

and bend radius 1.5cm at 6 GHz. The fields are simulated in FEKO and the GSM is 

computed using the approach above. The magnitude of the GSM entries are shown in Fig. 

7.5. As in the straight section of Fig. 7.3, there are a total of 5 propagating modes present 

in the pipe. From the results in Fig. 7.5 it is clear that mode conversion takes place 

through the pipe. For example, when the vertically polarized TE11 mode is incident on 

Port A (first column of the GSM), the vertically polarized TE11 and TE21 modes are 

transmitted to Port B. In addition, it is seen that the reflection sub-matrices, S11 and S22, 

have small entries, indicating that most of the energy is transmitted through the bend. 
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Figure 7.5:  Magnitude of the GSM for a 90° bend. 

7.4 TRANSMISSION RESULTS THROUGH A PIPE BEND 

The method described above for computing the transmission through a pipe is 

tested on a pipe channel that consists of a 90° bend. The pipe to be measured is shown in 

Fig. 7.6. The pipe has a radius of 2.4cm. To apply the GSM method to compute the 

transmission, the pipe is divided into three segments, two straight sections 10.2 cm in 

length and a 90° bend with a bend radius of 5.08 cm. The segmentation of the pipe is 

shown in Fig. 7.7. 

dB 
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Figure 7.6:  Pipe with 90° bend. 

 

Figure 7.7:  Segmentation of pipe channel. 

Transmission through the pipe in Fig. 7.7 is simulated using the GSM approach. 

The GSM for the bend is computed using FEKO and the GSMs for the straight sections 

are computed from theory. The GSMs for each section are cascaded together using (7.4)-

(7.7) to find the complete GSM description of the pipe. The complete GSM description is 
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used with the closed-form solutions for coupling into and radiation from the pipe to find 

the transmission through the pipe. First, the pipe is simulated from 3 to 12 GHz, the 

transmitter is placed at boresight or 0° in azimuth, and the receiver is swept from -62° to 

62° in azimuth. Measurements are then made using the same parameters as simulation. 

The simulation and measurement results are shown in Figs. 7.8(a) and 7.8(b), 

respectively. From the results in Fig. 7.8 the simulation is seen to agree fairly well with 

the measurement. In particular, below 3.65 GHz no transmission is seen in both 

simulation and measurement because the pipe is below cutoff. Above cutoff the pipe 

begins to transmit. At 10.6 GHz in the simulation data, the TE12 mode is excited and 

results in the distinct interference pattern seen. In the measurement result, this frequency 

is shifted up slightly to around 11GHz. The effects of the bend are very apparent in Fig. 

7.8. For a straight pipe and a transmitter at boresight, the radiation pattern would be 

symmetric about 0° azimuth. However, from Fig. 7.8 it is clear that the pattern is not 

symmetric when the bend is present. 
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Figure 7.8:  Radiation pattern through a pipe channel with 90° bend (a) simulated and (b) 
measured for transmitter at 0° in azimuth. 

Next, simulation and measurement are performed using the same pipe, but  the 

data are measured from 6 to 11 GHz and the transmitter is placed at 25° in azimuth. The 

simulation and measurement results are shown in Figs. 7.9(a) and 7.9(b), respectively. 

The radiation patterns in simulation and measurement show fairly similar patterns, 

although the detailed agreement is not perfect. This could be due to the difference 

between the CAD model used in the simulation and the actual pipe used in the 

measurement. Moreover, the strong interference above 10.5 GHz that is seen in 

simulation is not observed in the measurement plot.  This feature  is due to a mode near 

cutoff. This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that in simulation the reflection of 

the mode from end of the pipe is ignored, while in the measurement the mode is strongly 

reflected near cutoff.  
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Figure 7.9:  Transmission through a pipe channel with 90° bend (a) simulated and (b) 
measured for transmitter at 25° in azimuth. 

7.5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter a method for characterizing the propagation through an arbitrary 

pipe channel was proposed. In order to continue to use the closed-form solutions for the 

coupling and radiation from a pipe, it was necessary to compute the transmission through 

the pipe in such a way that keeps track of the propagation of each mode. The GSM 

approach is well suited for this purpose. In addition, by segmenting a complex channel 

into primitive elements the GSM for the elements can be reused for modeling more 

complex channels. The computation of the GSM for a waveguide section using FEKO 

was discussed and demonstrated for a 90° bend. Then, the transmission through a bent 

pipe was simulated and shown to agree with measurement data at lower frequencies. At 

higher frequencies the agreement was not as strong; discrepancies were observed 

between simulation and measurement. Implementing this method at higher frequencies 

comes with two difficulties. First, as the frequency increases the computation time using 

dB 
dB 
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a full-wave analysis increases exponentially. Second, the modeling accuracy becomes 

more stringent, which is believed to be the source of mismatch between simulation and 

measurement. The methods and results in this chapter lay a framework for the study of 

propagation and imaging through complex pipe channels. 
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Chapter 8:   Joint Time-Frequency Distribution Using Compressed 
Sensing 

8.1 INTRODUCTION  

In Chapter 2, the spectrogram, computed from the short-time Fourier transform 

(STFT), was used to analyze the transmission through a pipe and the backscattering from 

a target observed through a pipe. In general, joint time-frequency representations are a 

useful tool in the analysis of scattering mechanisms present in radar signature data from 

complex structures [43]-[45]. Two standard time-frequency distributions are the STFT 

and the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD). The STFT is a linear time-frequency 

distribution based on a moving window Fourier transform in time or frequency. 

Therefore, there exists a tradeoff between frequency and time localization. The WVD is a 

quadratic distribution that provides excellent simultaneous time and frequency 

localization. However, for multicomponent signals the WVD exhibits cross terms. 

Reduced interference distributions based on the WVD, such as the Choi-Williams 

distribution [85], are well established. These distributions suppress cross terms at the 

expense of decreased localization. Recently, Flandrin and Borgnat [86] proposed a 

distribution that leverages advances in compressed sensing (CS) to suppress interference 

terms while maintaining the localization of the WVD. In this Chapter, applicability of 

Flandrin and Borgnat’s distribution, henceforth denoted as the CSJTF, to radar signature 

analysis is explored. In Section 8.2, an overview of the CSJTF algorithm is presented. 

Then, in Section 8.3, the CSJTF distribution from simulated and measured radar 
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signatures of typical structures are compared to the STFT and the WVD. Section 8.4 

gives conclusions. 

8.2 CS-BASED TIME -FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION  

This section provides a brief description of Flandrin and Borgnat’s distribution. 

The WVD for a signal is defined as: 

h��, �� =
1

2) Q C∗ �� +
1

2
�� C �� −

1

2
�� �
���&��3


3
 (8.1) 

where W(t, ω) is the WVD and S(ω) is the signal in the frequency domain. 

Alternatively the WVD can be found from the ambiguity function, A(θ, τ): 
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= ℱ
�/h��, ��0. 

(8.2) 

As shown in (8.2), the WVD can be computed by taking the two-dimensional 

Fourier transform of the ambiguity function. It has been observed that for many common 

signals, the signal energy exists around the origin of the ambiguity plane and the cross-

term energy exists away from the origin [86]. Reduced interference distributions take 

advantage of this property by weighting the domain around the origin of the ambiguity 

plane before taking the Fourier transform to suppress cross terms in the WVD [85]. 

Flandrin and Borgnat use the same concept; however, instead of taking a Fourier 

transform, they apply compressed sensing [63][64]. Their CSJTF method for computing a 

new distribution consists of three steps. First the ambiguity function of the signal is 
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computed using (8.2). Second, a subdomain, Ω, around the origin of the ambiguity plane 

is extracted. The subdomain, Ω, represents a fraction of the entire ambiguity domain. By 

taking a sufficiently small subdomain around the origin of the ambiguity plane, the signal 

energy is captured while the cross-term energy is not. The third and final step is to apply 

CS by solving the following linear program: 

min6 ‖Z‖�  subject to ‖�7 − ℱ
�/Z0‖� ≤ � (8.3) 

where AΩ is the subdomain, Ω, of the ambiguity function A, ℱ
�/∙0 is the two-

dimensional inverse Fourier transform, ‖∙‖� is the 1-norm, ‖∙‖� is the 2-norm, and P is 

the resulting CSJTF distribution. The effect is that the cross terms are suppressed while 

maintaining the localization of the original WVD. It should be noted that while many 

applications of CS deal with reconstructing a signal from sparse measurements, Flandrin 

and Borgnat aim to construct a new time-frequency distribution from limited samples of 

the ambiguity function. The CSJTF relies on two key elements to be successful: 1) the 

number of components in the distribution must be small, and 2) the signal energy and 

cross-term energy must be well separated in the ambiguity plane. For practical signals 

encountered in radar scattering, this may not always be the case and must be examined in 

more detail.  

8.3 EXAMPLES USING CSJTF 

The applicability of the CSJTF for radar signature analysis is tested using two 

examples, wideband scattering from an open-ended circular pipe and time-dependent 
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scattering from a rotating blade. In the first case, wideband backscattering from a metal 

circular pipe is examined. The pipe is 60 cm long with a radius of 1.8 cm and has one end 

open and the other end terminated with a short. Monostatic backscattering data are 

simulated using a modal approach for a frequency range of 2-18 GHz at boresight 

incidence. Fig. 8.1(a) shows the WVD, Fig. 8.1(b) shows the STFT, and Fig. 8.1(c) 

shows the CSJTF. To solve the linear program in (8.3), the L1-MAGIC TOOLBOX is 

used [79]. In Fig. 8.1 the early-time vertical line is scattering from the rim of the pipe at 

the open end. The two curved features are due to the dispersive modal propagation of 

energy inside the pipe. In the WVD, cross terms are clearly present and indicated in the 

figure. In the STFT, the cross terms are not present, however it is clear that the 

localization of the time-frequency components is inferior to that of the WVD. The CSJTF 

shows suppressed cross terms and localization comparable to the WVD. 
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Figure 8.1:  (a) WVD, (b) STFT, and (c) CSJTF for simulated backscattering from an 
open-ended pipe. 

The results based on measured pipe data are shown in Fig. 8.2. The STFT is 

shown in Fig. 8.2(a) and the CSJTF is shown in Fig. 8.2(b). Again, for measurement data, 

the CSJTF shows suppressed cross terms and superior localization to the STFT. 

dB dB 

dB 
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Figure 8.2:  (a) STFT and (b) CSJTF for measured backscattering data from a pipe. 

In the second example, time-dependent scattering from a rotating blade is 

examined. The time-dependent scattering from a single blade, 60 cm in length, rotating 

around one end is simulated one snapshot at a time at 14 GHz using the method of 

moments solver in FEKO. The resulting time-frequency distribution shows the time-

varying Doppler behavior of the target. Fig. 8.3(a) shows the WVD, Fig. 8.3(b) shows the 

STFT, and Fig. 8.3(c) shows the CSJTF. The largest contribution to the Doppler 

scattering from the blade is known to be the blade-flashes [87]. For a single blade and 

one revolution, two blade-flashes are expected as indicated in Fig. 8.3(b). In the WVD, 

the blade-flashes are obscured by cross terms. In the CSJTF, the cross terms are 

suppressed, the blade-flashes are clearly observed, and the localization is improved 

compared with the STFT. 

dB dB 
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Figure 8.3:  (a) WVD, (b) STFT, and (c) CSJTF for simulated Doppler scattering from a 
single rotating blade. 

8.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The CSJTF distribution provides the localization of the WVD without the 

troublesome cross terms. The method is based on the assumption that the signal and 

cross-term energies are well separated in the ambiguity plane. In this Chapter, it was 

shown that the CSJTF results in a useful time-frequency distribution for wideband 

scattering from a pipe and time-dependent scattering from a rotating blade. However, a 

careful choice of the ambiguity region was required to achieve good results. Other types 

dB 

dB 

dB 
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of radar signatures must also be examined to reach a more definitive assessment of the 

method.  
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Chapter 9:   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this dissertation, the ability to form radar images through a circular pipe was 

investigated. First, a mode-based method that was previously used for computing the 

RCS from a circular duct was adapted for modeling the transmission through a pipe in 

Chapter 2. The mode-based method is an approximation, but was verified through 

measurement to capture the essential physics of the pipe. The main advantage of the 

mode-based method is that it has a closed-form solution, therefore it is computationally 

fast. The mode-based method was then used to model two-way transmission through a 

pipe in order to simulate the backscattering from targets as seen through a pipe. The 

mode-based analysis of the pipe assumes the pipe is lossless and that there are no 

reflections from the ends of the pipe. The reflections and losses were seen to have limited 

effects on the transmission; nonetheless, methods for accounting for reflections and 

conductor losses were suggested. From the simulation and measurement data two key 

properties of the pipe channel were observed. First, a pipe channel acts as a high-pass 

channel, i.e. the transmission improves as the frequency increases. Second, the 

backscattering from a target can be seen through a pipe. 

Extending from the observations in Chapter 2, the next four chapters dealt with 

forming radar images through a pipe. Four different algorithms that had been previously 

demonstrated for free-space imaging were applied to the problem of imaging through a 

pipe. The key difference between imaging in free space and imaging through a pipe is 

that the physics of the pipe must be properly accounted for in order to get a correctly 

focused image. In all the imaging methods, frequency diversity was used to obtain the 
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range to the target. The remaining challenge was to find the cross-range position of the 

target. To this end four different methods were explored. 

Arguably the simplest method for determining cross-range position in free space 

is using delay-and-sum beamforming. In Chapter 3, a method based on similar principles 

was devised. Beams were found through a least squares solution and tested against 

bistatic scattering data to obtain a DOA estimate. This scheme requires the availability of 

bistatic scattering data, which make the data collection logistics more complex. In 

Chapter 4, a method using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques was devised. In 

SAR, monostatic data are collected along a baseline and processed using a matched filter. 

In the case of the pipe, the matched filter was the complex conjugate of the pipe channel. 

It was also shown that matching pursuit could be applied to improve the localization of 

the final image when processing with a matched filter. In beamforming and matched filter 

processing it was found that the pipe size severely limited the cross-range resolution, 

therefore the remaining two chapters applied methods that offered superior resolution. In 

Chapter 5 the MUSIC algorithm was applied and shown to provide excellent resolution. 

However in order to apply MUSIC it was necessary to collect bistatic data in order to 

decorrelate multiple targets. In Chapter 6, compressed sensing (CS) was applied. CS was 

shown to provide good resolution and worked for either monostatic or bistatic scattering 

data. 

From the four methods applied for imaging through a pipe, the tradeoffs are 

summarized in Table 9.1. Four performance metrics are compared: resolution, data 

collection, computational complexity, and noise performance. The first metric is 
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resolution. As previously discussed, beamforming and matched filter had poor resolution, 

which was the motivation for investigating methods that offer superior resolution, such as 

MUSIC and CS. Therefore, beamforming and matched filter processing should only be 

used when the size of the pipe is large enough to provide the desired resolution. For data 

collection, monostatic is preferred due to the simpler logistics of the data collection. 

Bistatic data collection provides more information, which is useful in its own right, but 

requires more time to collect and a more complicated collection processes. If simplicity is 

desired, either matched filter or CS must be used. CS seems to be the algorithm of choice 

when it comes to resolution and simplicity in data collection. However, CS was found to 

be computationally slow. The solvers used in CS are iterative and take a significant 

amount of time to run. MUSIC is less complex, as it involves an eigen decomposition and 

a set of projections. Projections involve solving a set of linear equations, which are 

solved efficiently and have low computational complexity. The simplest methods are the 

beamforming and matched filter methods, which only involve projections. However, if 

matching pursuit is used with matched filter processing the algorithm becomes iterative, 

which increases the complexity on par with CS. The final metric is the noise performance 

of the algorithm. Matched filter has the best performance, because typical matched filter 

processing involves coherently processing a large number of data samples, which 

suppresses incoherent noise. If the same number of samples were used with the other 

three methods, similar noise performance should be expected. However, the other three 

methods typically operate on a smaller number of data samples due to more complex data 

collection for beamforming and MUSIC, and the computational complexity of CS. 
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Reducing the number of data samples processed hurts the noise performance. Overall, it 

is not possible to state that one method is the best overall. All the methods work well and 

the best method for the job will depend on the operational scenario. 

Table 9.1:  Imaging Tradeoffs. 

 Resolution Data Collection 
Computational 

Complexity 

Noise 

Performance 

Beamforming Poor Bistatic required Fast Moderate 

Matched Filter Poor Monostatic/bistatic Fast Good 

MUSIC Good Bistatic required Moderate Moderate 

Compressed Sensing Good Monostatic/bistatic Slow Moderate 

The final two chapters of the dissertation represent some exploratory work to 

extend the topic of through-pipe imaging. Chapter 7 discusses a proposed method for 

computing the transmission through a pipe channel with an arbitrary structure. The 

method employs the generalized scattering matrix in order to continue using the closed 

form solutions for the coupling into and radiation from a pipe. While results for low 

frequencies showed promise, it was difficult to get convincing agreement with 

measurement data for higher frequency transmission. This is attributed to the more 

stringent modeling and meshing requirement for the geometry at higher frequencies. 

Chapter 8 discussed the application of a new joint time-frequency (JTF) 

distribution to the analysis of electromagnetic backscattering data. This new JTF is 

derived from the Wigner-Ville distribution and leverages the recent advances in CS. The 

CS-based JTF was applied to backscattering data from a pipe and compared to the STFT. 

The time and frequency localization achieved using the CS based approach was shown to 
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be superior to the STFT. In addition to the pipe, the method was also demonstrated on 

backscattering data from a rotating blade. This showed the broader application of this JTF 

method to other signals often encountered in radar signature analysis. 

There are several directions that research could follow from the work reported 

here. Following directly from the work done in Chapter 7, a better way of modeling the 

transmission through complex pipe channels should be explored. It may be too difficult to 

accurately model the higher-order modes using a full-wave solver. Therefore, it may be 

more reasonable to explore higher-frequency methods such as SBR for computing the 

transmission through a complex pipe. We restricted ourselves in the initial work because 

it was desirable to continue using the closed-form solutions for the radiation from and 

coupling into a pipe. However, it may not be practical to continue using those solutions 

for large pipes at high frequencies. 

From an imaging perspective, a straightforward extension would be to generalize 

the two-dimensional methods presented here to three-dimensions. This would involve 

obtaining the elevation DOA, in addition to the range position and azimuth DOA. Each of 

the four imaging methods can be extended to extract the elevation DOA. It would also be 

useful to develop robust sampling criteria for imaging through a pipe. It is understood 

that the number of propagating modes inside the pipe dictates the degrees of freedom, 

which directly translates to the maximum number of non-redundant transceivers. 

However, it is unclear where the transceivers should be placed for optimal control. In the 

imaging examples of this dissertation, the position of the transceivers did not have a 

detrimental effect on the imaging performance. But it would still be useful to explore 
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optimal positioning. Chapter 6 introduced the concept of mutual coherence, which 

determines whether CS will work properly for a given set of bases. Mutual coherence 

also has implications in the other three methods, such as the sidelobe levels in 

beamforming and matched filter processing, and ambiguities in MUSIC. Therefore, 

moving forward it would be useful to explore the best transceiver configurations to 

minimize the mutual coherence. From the experience gained in this research it can be 

foreseen that the sampling criteria will be a function of the pipe size. 

Throughout this dissertation, when imaging through a pipe, it has been assumed 

that the pipe structure is known. However, in a real-world scenario this may not be the 

case. Therefore, it would be useful to find a method for predicting the pipe channel. One 

possible approach would be to use an adaptive imaging procedure. An adaptive approach 

would be an iterative procedure that would first form an image with assumed channel 

parameters. Then a set of metrics would determine the quality of the image and an 

updated set of channel parameters would be produced. The procedure would be repeated 

until a stop condition was reached based on image quality. The primary challenge here is 

finding a set of metrics that would successfully discriminate between the correct channel 

parameters and all the other possibilities. A successful approach here would also be 

applicable to mapping out unknown tunnel or cave networks. 

It would also be interesting to explore other waveguide structures. The ideas and 

methods here easily translate to waveguide-like structures with different cross-sections, 

such as rectangular waveguides. More interesting would be modal propagation through 

hollow dielectric structures. In the case of hollow dielectric waveguides, there are 
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approximate modal series that can be used to describe the propagation through the 

waveguide [85][89]. It would be interesting to explore these modes and determine the 

transmission characteristics and explore the potential for imaging through a tunnel or 

cave network. 

Using pipes as a channel for collected backscattering data and forming images 

offers a new set of challenges and interesting applications. In this dissertation it was 

shown that radar imaging through a pipe is indeed possible. There are two primary 

contributions of this work. First, the ability to use a pipe to collect backscattering data 

and methods for imaging that data were successfully demonstrated through simulation 

and measurement. Second, it was shown that many imaging algorithms devised for free 

space can be adapted to backscattering data collected through a waveguide channel in an 

efficient and robust manner. 

Further investigation and work are needed before an operational implementation 

of building interior reconnaissance through pipes and ducts can be achieved. However, 

the work done in this dissertation establishes an initial framework for how to collect 

building interior reconnaissance through a waveguide-like structure such as a pipe or 

duct. The research done here, on imaging through a pipe, lays the ground work for 

moving forward and works well as a proof of concept for imaging through real-world 

pipes or ductwork. In addition, this work is not necessarily limited to building interior 

reconnaissance and there are perhaps more ingenious applications of this work that will 

be devised in the future.  
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Appendix A 

This appendix discusses measurement equipment and techniques used in this 

dissertation. First, the equipment used is described. Then, the techniques used to collect 

backscattering data are discussed. 

Measurements are made using a vector network analyzer (VNA). In particular, the 

Agilent PNA-L N5230A 2-port VNA is used for all measurements. The Agilent PNA-L 

can operate from 10 MHz to 20 GHz. The output power of the VNA is adjustable up to 

25 dBm, but for measurement the power is typically set to 9 dBm. For data collection, the 

VNA has two modes of operation, Continuous Wave (CW) and Frequency-Sweep. In 

CW mode the VNA emits a constant frequency waveform and collects time-domain data. 

In the Frequency-Sweep mode, the VNA uses a linear stepped-frequency waveform to 

collect frequency-domain data. 

 

Figure A.1:  Agilent PNA-L N5230A PNA-L VNA. 

For propagation and backscattering measurements, horn antennas are used. Two 

different sets of horn antennas were available. For broadband measurements TDK HRN-
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0118 horns were used. The TDK horn operates from 1 to 18 GHz, with an average gain 

of 12 dB. In addition to the TDK horns, at set of Narda model 639 Ku band horns were 

also available. These horns operate from 12 to 18 GHz and have an average gain of 16.5 

dB. Whenever possible the Narda horns were used over the TDK horns, due to the 

superior gain of the Narda horns. The horns are connected to the VNA through coaxial 

cable with SMA connections. 

 

Figure A.2:  Horn antennas used for measurements. 

Making backscattering measurements using the equipment above is discussed 

here. The VNA measures two-port S-parameter data. Monostatic data are collected by 

measuring S11 or S22, depending on which port the horn is connected to. Bistatic data 

are collected by taking S12 or S21 data and using two horns for measurement. 

Backscattering data are collected in the far field region of the target and horn antennas. 

However, in some instances it is not possible to collect far field data. In these cases a 

method for converting near-field backscattering data into far-field backscattering data can 
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be used, which is described in Appendix B. For all backscattering measurements, 

background subtraction is used to suppress backscattering from clutter. Background 

subtraction involves taking two measurements. First, backscattering data are collected of 

the scene with clutter and target presents. Second, the target is removed and data of the 

scene are collected, which only includes the clutter now. The two data sets are subtracted, 

which results in backscattering data with clutter removed. Background subtraction helps 

suppress backscattering from the horn antennas itself when making measurements though 

S11 or S22 and reduces coupling when measuring through S12 or S21. In the 

backscattering measurement, a corner reflector is used as a target, as shown in Fig. A.3. 

The corner reflector is used because it serves as a good point scatterer. 

 

Figure A.3:  Corner reflector used as a point scatterer in measurement. 

In this dissertation the two-port VNA is used to make all backscattering 

measurements. Two collection schemes are used, synthetic aperture and phased array. In 

synthetic aperture measurements, monostatic backscattering data are collected along a 
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baseline. The procedure for synthetic aperture measurements is to collect S11 data at each 

array position and then move the horn antenna to the next position. For phase array 

measurements bistatic data are collected for each transmitter/receiver position. The 

procedure for phase array measurements involves two steps. First, the transmitter is 

positioned. Second, the bistatic data are measured for each receiver position, which 

involves moving the horn to each receiver position and measuring S12 or S21. The 

transmitter is moved to each transmit position and the measurements are repeated. The 

measurement setup used for collected backscattering data through a pipe is shown in Fig. 

A.4. The pipe is embedded in absorbers to be sure that transmission only takes place 

through the pipe. The target is placed on the right-side of the pipe and backscattering data 

are collected on the left-side of the pipe using the procedures described in this Appendix. 

 

Figure A.4:  Backscattering through a pipe measurement setup. 
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Appendix B 

B.1 INTRODUCTION  

This Appendix discusses a near-field to far-field transformation and its 

application to Doppler backscattering from wind turbines. The growth in the number of 

wind farms for power generation has caused concern within the radar community on the 

effect of wind turbines on existing radar infrastructure [90][91]. The large size and 

rotational movement of wind turbines generate significant radar cross section (RCS) and 

Doppler clutters, which may interfere with the detection of moving targets such as storms 

and aircraft. In 2006 the Department of Defense commissioned a study to measure and 

simulate the time-varying RCS from a 1.5 MW GE windmill [92][93]. In the study it was 

found that the largest contribution to the Doppler signatures was from the blade flashes. 

Other weaker features such as tip returns and multiple interactions were noted. These 

Doppler features were recently examined in more detail through simulations and scaled 

model measurements [94]. It was reported that the blade shape can give rise to rather 

unique Doppler features. A problem that is difficult to overcome when making 

measurements of wind turbines, even for scaled models, is the satisfaction of the far-field 

criterion. This is due to the very large physical and electrical size of wind turbines at 

typical radar frequencies of interest. For example, the measurement of a 1 m scaled 

model at 15GHz requires a distance on the order of 2(D2/λ)=100m to satisfy the far-field 

criterion. Since it was not possible to satisfy this criterion in [94], some near-field effects 

were observed. The most notable distortion was the tilting of the blade flashes in the 
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Doppler spectrogram. Therefore, it would be useful to apply a near-field to far-field 

transformation (NFFFT) algorithm to obtain a true picture of the Doppler features of 

turbines in the far field. 

Many NFFFT algorithms have been proposed to date [95]-[99]. The most well-

known is the algorithm developed by LaHaie et al. [95][96]. The algorithm is 

theoretically rigorous but requires the frequency derivative of the near-field RCS data, 

which necessitates the collection of multi-frequency data. Other image-based algorithms 

[97][98] also require multi-frequency, multi-angle data collection in the near field. A 

simpler algorithm was proposed earlier by Mensa and Vaccaro [99] (hereafter referred to 

as Mensa’s algorithm for brevity) that transforms single-frequency, monostatic near-field 

data to the far-field RCS of the target. This algorithm is physically intuitive and well 

suited for our Doppler signature study. However, while this algorithm has been used in a 

number of applications to date, the angular sampling requirement for near-field data 

collection is not well documented in the literature. 

The objectives of this Appendix are twofold. First, we set out to derive a set of 

angular sampling criteria for Mensa’s algorithm. Second, we aim to apply Mensa’s 

algorithm with the newly derived sampling criteria to obtain the far-field Doppler 

signatures of wind turbines based on near-field measurement data. This Appendix  is 

organized as follows.  In Section B.2, we provide a summary of Mensa’s algorithm based 

on Huygens’ principle and the stationary phase approximation. In Section B.3, we derive 

a set of angular window and sampling criteria for Mensa’s algorithm in terms of the near-

field distance and target size. In Section B.4, we present results from both simulation and 
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measurement of wind turbine models after applying Mensa’s algorithm. It will be shown 

that the Doppler features due to blade shapes can be significantly different between the 

near field and far field. Conclusions are given in Section B.5. 

B.2 MENSA’S NEAR-FIELD TO FAR-FIELD ALGORITHM  

We begin with a review of Mensa’s algorithm, which was originally motivated by 

the compact range concept. Here, we reformulate Mensa’s algorithm more explicitly in 

terms of Huygens’ (or the equivalence) principle and the stationary phase approximation, 

which will enable us to address the angular window and sampling criteria in Section B.3. 

In the original work of [99], a few simplifying assumptions were made in the formulation 

and will be adopted here: (i) scalar wave theory, (ii) point scatterer model of the target 

scattering with no multiple interactions among the point scatterers, (iii) one-dimensional 

angular RCS data collection in the waterline plane of the target, and (iv) correcting the 

phase of the near-field data is of primary concern (as this corresponds to correcting the 

position of the point scatterers in the final radar image). Fig. B.1 shows the problem 

geometry, where a plane wave field ��,�� is incident on a point target and the scattered 

far field ��,�� is observed in the direction of the incident field. The objective of Mensa’s 

algorithm is to relate the scattered far field ��,�� to the incident and scattered fields in the 

near-field region of the target. 
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Figure B.1:  Problem geometry for single point scatterer with a: (a) linear Huygens’ 
surface (b) circular Huygens’ surface. 

Based on the equivalence principle, a Huygens’ surface can be chosen in the near-

field region of the target and an equivalent source can be placed on this surface to 

produce the same incident field on the target �� as the original plane wave ��,��. By 

choosing a planar Huygens’ surface (Fig. B.2(a)) at a distance 8 from the origin, the 

incident field on the target �� is expressed in terms of the equivalent source according to 

 ��,�� = �� = j ��,�������
��89��+�
��-�&��3

3  (B.1) 

 

where � is the position of the target and ��,�� is the incident plane wave ��,�� 

observed on the Huygens’ surface, which is in the near-field region of the target. 

Similarly, Huygens’ principle relates the scattered far field ��,�� to the scattered near 

field ��,�� observed on the same planar Huygens’ surface through the expression 

 ��,�� = j ��,�������&���3

3  (B.2) 
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where ��,�� is the scattered field from the target observed on the Huygens’ 

surface, which is in the near-field region of the target. Finally, using the point scatterer 

model [100], the scattered near field ��,�� is related to the incident field �� through the 

expression 

 ��,������� = C ∙ ���
��89��+�
���-� (B.3) 
 

where the phase factor accounts for the phase delay from the scatterer back to the 

Huygens’ surface and C denotes the scattering strength of the point target. By combining 

(B.1)-(B.3), the scattered far field ��,�� is given by: 

 ��,�� = j �
��89��+�
���-�&���3

3 j �
��89��+�
��-�&��3


3  (B.4a) 

≅ �
��99�:9
�� �
��99�:9

�� = �
���9 �:9
��  (B.4b) 

 
In deriving (B.4a), both C and ��,�� have been set to unity for simplicity. The 

latter is done since for an incident plane wave, the field on the planar Huygens’ surface is 

equi-phase and uniform in magnitude. By applying the method of stationary phase [101] 

to the integrals in (B.4a), an approximate closed form expression for the scattered far 

field ��,�� is obtained and shown in (B.4b). The implication of (B.4a) is that the 

backscattered far field ��,�� can be found by measuring the backscattered near field at 

each location on the Huygens’ surface ��,�������, due to an incident field from each 

location ��,������, also on the Huygens’ surface. The measurements required to realize 

this scenario are the full bistatic response of the target, i.e. for each incident location �� 
the scattered field at all locations ��� on the Huygens’ surface must be measured. 
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Acquiring full bistatic data is a laborious measurement to make in practice, therefore a 

monostatic expression is much preferred. 

We next consider monostatic backscattering data collected along the planar 

Huygens’ surface for the point target in Fig. B.1. Scattering from the target is still 

described by (B.3) where �� is now the field incident from the observation position ���. 
The incident field �� includes a phase delay from the Huygens’ surface to the point 

target, and is exactly equal to the phase delay due to the return trip shown in (B.3). If we 

choose to integrate this monostatic backscattered field along the Huygens’ surface while 

again setting the scattering strength C of the target and the strength of the incident field to 

unity, the following expression is obtained: 

 j �
���89��+�
���-�&���3

3  (B.5a) 

≅ �
���99�:9
���  (B.5b) 

 
It should be noted that the integration of the monostatic backscattering, (B.5a), is 

not an application of Huygens’ principle, but a chosen mathematical operation on the 

backscattering data. By the method of stationary phase, (B.5a) can again be evaluated 

approximately in closed form as indicated in (B.5b). Lastly, the observation is made that, 

except for an unimportant scaling constant, the stationary phase solution, �
���9, to the 

scattered far field ��,�� in (B.4b) is identical to that in (B.5b). Since obtaining the correct 

far field phase is the primary concern, (B.5a) is in fact an NFFFT that operates on 

monostatic data. That is, by simply integrating monostatic near-field data collected along 

a planar Huygens’ surface, the desired far field data are recovered. 
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To further simplify the data collection, the same derivation in (B.1)-(B.5) is 

applied to a circular Huygens’ surface, shown in Fig. B.1(b). The point target in Fig. 

B.1(b) is placed at the center of the circle for simplicity in derivation, although this is not 

a necessary condition. The field incident on the target �� is expressed in terms of the 

fields on the Huygens’ surface ��,������ according to: 

 ��,�� = �� = j ��,�������
��98&��:

:  (B.6) 

 

In the case of the planar Huygens’ surface the incident field ��,�� was equi-phase 

and uniform in magnitude. However, for the circular Huygens’ surface the incident field 

in the near-field region ��,������ for a plane wave incident is given by 

 ��,������ = �
���9 ;<��=��� > (B.7) 
 

where the zero-phase reference is indicated in Fig. B.1(a). By using (B.7) and the 

same procedure outlined in (B.1)-(B.4) the scattered far field is given by: 

 ��,�� = j �
���9 ;<��=���� >�
��98&���:

: j �
���9 ;<��=��� >�
��98&��:


:  (B.8a) 

≅ �
��99�:9
�� �
��99�:9

�� = �
���9 �:9
��  (B.8b) 

 

Since Huygens’ principle is equivalent for any arbitrary surface, (B.8a) must 

result in the same answer as (B.4a). Therefore, the integrals in (B.8a) have the same 

solutions as the integrals of (B.4a). The closed form stationary phase approximation for 
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(B.8a) is shown in (B.8b) which is a repeat of (B.4b). The implication of (B.8a) is that the 

far field can be recovered from full bistatic measurements of the target made on a circular 

Huygens’ surface. However, as in the case of the planar Huygens’ surface, an NFFFT 

that operates on monostatic backscattering data is much preferred. Following the same 

argument used for the planar Huygens’ surface, the monostatic data along the circular 

Huygens’ surface are integrated. The integration of monostatic backscattering from the 

point scatterer along the circular arc, combined with the phase delay of (B.7) results in 

the following: 

 j �
���9 ;<��=��� >�
���98&��:

:  (B.9a) 

= �
���99�:9
���  (B.9b) 

 

The integral in (B.9a) is similar to the integrals of (B.8a) and can be approximated 

using the method of stationary phase, with the closed form solution indicated in (B.9b). 

As before, it is observed that the stationary phase solution in (B.9b) is identical to that of 

the far field ��,�� of (B.8b), except for a constant. Therefore, the far field can be 

reconstructed by simply integrating the monostatic near-field data collected on a circular 

arc weighted by �
���9 ;<��(�/�). In practice, such monostatic data are more conveniently 

collected by keeping the radar stationary and rotating the target, i.e., in the inverse 

synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) mode. 

 

B.3 ANGULAR WINDOW AND SAMPLING CRITERIA  
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While Mensa’s algorithm is very simple to implement, one open question that is 

yet to be addressed is the angular window and sampling criteria in the integration of the 

monostatic near-field data. Since Mensa’s algorithm is based on Huygens’ principle, it 

may appear that the near field should be integrated over a completely closed surface in 

order to accurately recover the far field. However, it is recognized that the dominant 

contribution to the integral occurs around the stationary phase points. In fact, the 

integrand becomes highly oscillatory away from the stationary phase points such that it 

would require very fine angular sampling to achieve an accurate numerical integration. 

Therefore, it is important to determine the proper angular window and the corresponding 

angular sampling that can ensure an accurate numerical implementation of Mensa’s 

NFFFT. We begin the discussion with a linear collection aperture and the evaluation of 

(B.5a). Sampling criteria are sought that will establish an expression for the integration 

window and sampling interval  in the stationary phase integral 

 j �
���√9����&�@���


@���

= ∑ �
���√9����l�@����A
@���
 (B.10) 

 

where the integration window 2XB�� is centered around the stationary phase 

point. We postulate that the integration window XB�� must be large enough to capture an 

integral number of oscillations of the integrand. By taking the first two terms of the 

Taylor series expansion of the phase function in (B.10), the number of oscillations 

captured by XB�� is given by: 

 � =
�@���

�

�:9  (B.11) 
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Once the number of oscillations � is chosen, XB�� can be determined from (B.11). 

As an example, the window size of the integration is varied and compared to the 

approximate closed form solution of (B.10), found using the stationary phase method. 

Fig. B.2 shows the magnitude and phase of evaluating (B.10) for various window sizes 

(normalized to 8). For comparison, the magnitude and phase of the stationary phase 

solution to (B.10) is also shown in Fig. B.2. The sampling interval  is chosen to be very 

small to ensure convergence. From Fig. B.2, it is found that the minimum window-size/R 

that guarantees at most 10° of phase error is 0.25, which corresponds to approximately 

three oscillations.  This lower bound for � is relatively independent of 8, and will be used 

as a guideline to derive the sampling interval next. 

 

Figure B.2:  Numerical integration of (10) at 10GHz for R = 10 m and ∆x = 2 mm. 

10° Phase Error 
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The proper sampling interval l� can be determined by finding the highest spatial 

frequency component, [	��, of the integrand in (B.10) such that 

 l� =
�:

�#�	


 (B.12) 

 [	�� is determined by first solving for the instantaneous spatial frequency ����� 
of the integrand in (B.10) as follows: 

 ����� =
CD+�-
C�  (B.13) 

 

where m��� is the phase function of the exponential. Using the phase function 

2�√8� + �� from (B.10) the instantaneous spatial frequency ����� is: 

 ����� = −2� �
√9���� ≅ −2� �

9   <.�  8 ≫ � (B.14) 

 

By recognizing that the highest spatial frequency [	�� occurs at � = XB�� and 

using (B.12), the following expression for the proper sampling interval is obtained: 

 l� =
E9

0@���

 (B.15) 

 

We test the sampling criterion in (B.15) through a numerical example at a 

frequency of 10 GHz and . Using  and applying (B.11) sets the integration window size to 

XB�� = 1.34 
. Fig. B.3 shows the numerical results of evaluating (B.10) for various 

sampling intervals. Equation (B.15) dictates that the sampling interval l� should be 0.22 

m which corresponds to 12 samples. Indeed, the solution is seen to be at the onset of 
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convergence at the sampling interval defined by (B.15) in Fig. B.3. Therefore (B.15) sets 

an approximate upper bound on the necessary sampling interval. 

 

Figure B.3:  Test sampling interval for a frequency of 10 GHz and Xmax = 1.34 m. 

To establish sampling criteria for a circular collection aperture, the sampling 

criteria for numerical evaluation of (B.10) are converted from Cartesian to polar 

coordinates. The conversion is performed by applying XB�� = 8�B�� and l� = 8l� 

under the small angle assumption. The final sampling criteria to transform monostatic 

near-field data collected on either a linear or circular aperture to the far field are 

summarized in Table B.1. An example is illustrated in applying the circular aperture 

sampling criteria of Table B.1. A plate target was simulated using an array of points 

spaced 0.1 cm apart spanning 20 cm in length at a frequency of 10 GHz. Fig. B.4 shows 

the monostatic far-field backscattering of the plate and the monostatic near-field 
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backscattering simulated at a distance of 8 = 1 
 from the center of the plate. The 

sampling criteria in (B.11) and (B.15) were established for a single point scatterer. To 

determine the sampling criteria for a target made up of a collection of point scatterers, the 

total extent of the target must be considered. Based on the dimensions of the plate the 

integration window is determined to be �B�� = 17.2° from Table B.1. This is the angular 

window required to capture each stationary phase point and must be centered around each 

point scatterer. The full integration window �	�� used for the NFFFT should therefore 

extend �B�� beyond the last point scatterer. To find the proper �	��, the maximum 

angular extent �2�� of the target in either direction needs be found; for the plate example. 

Consequently, �	�� = �B�� + �2�� = 22.9°   To determine the proper sampling interval 

l� the point scatterer with the largest integration window must be considered. This will 

be the point scatterer at one edge of the target as it will have an integration window that 

extends beyond the other edge of the target with a total angular distance of 2�2�� + �B��. 

For the plate this total angular distance is, 2�2�� + �B�� = 28.6°, leading to a sampling 

interval of l� = 1.7°. Fig. 7 shows the result of applying l� = 3.4° (0.25x sampling), 

l� = 1.7° (0.5x sampling), and l� = 0.85° (1x sampling). In all three cases the full 

integration window �	�� is kept the same. From Fig. B.5 it is seen that at 0.5x sampling, 

the result is rather poor, while at 1x sampling, the result is very good. Therefore, the 

sampling criteria of Table B.1 establish a good lower bound for the sampling required to 

recover the far field from monostatic near-field data. 
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Table B.1:  Sampling Criteria For Single Point Scatterer 
 Linear Aperture Circular Aperture 

Monostatic 

Data 

��� = √3�� ��� = �3��  

�� = ��
4(2���� + ���)

 

�� = �
4�(2���� + ���)

 

 

Figure B.4:  Near field and far field backscattering from 20 cm plate modeled with point 
scatterers at 10 GHz. 
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Figure B.5:  Monostatic near field backscattering data transformed to far field data. 

B.4 TURBINE MEASUREMENTS 

Mensa’s NFFFT algorithm with the proper window/sampling requirement is 

applied to two targets. The first target is a simplified three-arm wire model of a turbine, 

where both full-wave simulations and near-field laboratory measurements have been 

carried out. The second is a commercial turbine from Bergey Windpower with 2 ft. 

blades. Near-field measurement data on both targets were reported in [94]. In the first 

target, the wires are 60 cm in length and backscattering is simulated and measured at 14 
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GHz. Simulations are first run using FEKO [46] for a single wire positioned along the y-

axis with one end at the origin over aspect angles θ=90°,  φ=[0°, 360°] and θ=90°. The 

resulting data are then considered as a cyclic time series as the wire spins about one of 

the ends with a rotation rate of 0.0153 rps. Its short-time Fourier transform is taken for a 

full cycle,  φ=[0°, 360°], using a sliding Hamming window. Fig. B.6(a) shows the 

resulting Doppler spectrogram for the far-field backscattering plotted on a 40 dB dynamic 

range. In Fig. B.6(a) two strong flashes from the wire are clearly seen, one containing 

negative Doppler frequencies (as the wire rotates away from the radar) at 16.4 s and one 

with positive Doppler frequencies (as the wire rotates toward the radar) at 49.1 s. 

Additional tracks due to scattering from the tips are also evident. The outer track is due to 

scattering from the outer tip and the zero-Doppler track is due to scattering from the 

stationary tip. In between these two tracks exists another Doppler track, which is the 

result of a traveling wave between the two ends of the wire. These Doppler tracks were 

examined in [94]. 

Near-field backscattering data for the single wire is simulated on a circular arc at 

a distance of 8 = 3 
. Fig. B.6(b) shows the spectrogram for the near-field data 

processed in the same manner as the far-field data. The most notable effect of collecting 

data in the near field is the slanting of the flashes. As in the plate example from the 

previous section, the integration window is determined to be,  �B�� = 8.4° and �2�� =

11.5° therefore, �	�� = 19.9°. From the total integration window the sampling interval 

is determined to be l� = 0.37°. Since this establishes an upper bound, the sampling 

interval is chosen to be l� = 0.2° in order to obtain more robust results. Fig. B.6(c) 
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shows the result of transforming the near-field backscattering data of Fig. B.6(b) to the 

far field. It is clear in Fig. B.6(c) that the flashes from the blade have been corrected and 

the results agree well with the far field simulation data in Fig. B.6(a). We note that 

Mensa’s derivation assumes single-bounce scattering events. This implies the theory does 

not apply to the in-between Doppler track resulting from multiple interactions between 

the ends of the wire. Surprisingly, the in-between track in Fig. B.6(c) and the same track 

in Fig. B.6(a) still show good agreement. 

 

Figure B.6:  Spectrogram of simulated backscattering data from a single wire for: (a) far-
field backscattering (b) near-field backscattering (b) near-field transformed to far-field 

backscattering. 

Next, a three-arm wire model is measured in the laboratory at 14 GHz. The radar 

is placed at 8 = 1.65 
, which for a wire length of 60 cm is in the near-field region of 
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the target. Data are collected for 360° of target rotation and the spectrogram is shown in 

Fig. B.7(a) plotted on a 40 dB dynamic range. The strong DC line is due to stationary 

background clutter. The spectrogram contains three times the number of flashes as that in 

Fig. B.6(b) due to the three wire arms. The Doppler flashes are again tilted due to the 

near-field data collection. Next, we apply the NFFFT to the data. The integration window 

and sampling interval are determined in the same manner as before with �B�� = 11.3° 

and �2�� = 21.3° therefore, �	�� = 32.6° and .and l� = 0.4°. Again, a sampling 

interval of l� = 0.2° is used for more robust results. Fig. B.7(b) shows the result of 

transforming the near-field data to the far field using the established integration window 

and sampling interval. It is seen that the flashes are straightened in the far-field results, 

consistent with the simulation data. Two weak extraneous features are observed in Fig. 

B.7(b) at the two ends of the spectrogram. This is a result of collecting data for a single 

rotation of the model and considering the data to be cyclic when applying the NFFFT. A 

discontinuity at the wraparound point of the data due to slight misalignment generated 

these extraneous features. 
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Figure B.7:  Measurement data for 3 wire backscattering in (a) near field (b) near field 
transformed to far field. 

Next, we consider the data from a commercial Bergey Windpower turbine shown 

in Fig. B.8(a). It has approximately the same blade length as the wire model, but the 

blades are made of carbon fiber material and have a rather complex shape. The data are 

again collected at 14 GHz on a turntable over 360° of rotation in the near field at 

8 = 1.65 
. The spectrogram of the near field results are shown in Fig. B.9(a). The wire 

model and Bergey turbine have the same dimensions, therefore the same window and 

sampling interval are used. The transformed results after the NFFFT are shown in Fig. 

B.9(b). Interestingly, we observe that for the Bergey turbine the blade flashes become 

more slanted in the far field, which is contrary to what would be expected based on the 

simulations and measurements for the straight-wire model in Figs. B.6 and B.7. The same 

extraneous features as in the wire model are again present at the two ends of the 

spectrogram of Fig. B.9(b), but they do not impact the key observations. 
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Figure B.8:  Bergey Winpower turbine (a) real turbine (b) FEKO model of the turbine. 

 

Figure B.9:  Measurement data for the Bergey windpower turbine in (a) near field (b) 
near field transformed to far field. 

To further corroborate the measurement data of Fig. B.9, the Bergey turbine is 

simulated approximately using FEKO’s physical optics (PO) solver. The computer model 

used for the Bergey turbine is shown in Fig. B.8(b). The model is built to take into 

account the shape, width, and pitch of the blades. While PO is only an approximate 

solution, it does provide a first-order answer to the problem at hand, especially 

considering the model inaccuracy, unknown material parameters and large problem size. 
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Fig. B.10(a) shows the spectrogram from the near-field PO simulation data collected for 

8 = 1.65 
. Fig. B.10(b) shows the spectrogram for the far-field PO simulation. It is 

noted that the same shape and slant of the blade flashes observed in the measurement in 

Figs. B.9(a) and B.9(b) are reproduced by the simulation. From the results of the 

measurement and simulation of the Bergey turbine, it is evident that the shape of the 

blade can give rise to rather unique Doppler features, and that they are significantly 

different in the near field and far field.  

 

Figure B.10:  FEKO simulation of Bergey turbine model (a) near field data (b) far field 
data. 

B.5 CONCLUSION  

In this Appendix Mensa’s algorithm for transforming near-field backscattering 

data to the far field was used to derive the Doppler features of wind turbines, where 

satisfaction of the far-field criterion was infeasible in our measurements. The theoretical 

basis of Mensa’s algorithm was first discussed using Huygens’ principle and the 

stationary phase approximation. Next, angular window size and sampling criteria were 
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established for a robust implementation of the numerical near-field integration. Mensa’s 

algorithm and the derived sampling criteria were then applied to two wind turbine 

structures.  First, a simplified wire model turbine was simulated using FEKO in the near 

field and the far field. It was shown that the near field data could be successfully 

transformed to the far field based on the NFFFT and the derived sampling criteria. Good 

results were also found using measured data. Next, near-field measurement data from a 

Bergey Windpower turbine were transformed to the far field. The far field results showed 

that, in contrast to the wire model, the blade Doppler flashes slant more in the far field. 

The counter-intuitive results were corroborated by FEKO simulation.  The two key 

findings from this study are: (i) the Doppler flashes are quite different between near-field 

observation and far-field data, (ii) such differences are strongly dependent on the actual 

blade shape. These findings are of importance if we want to design signal filtering 

techniques to remove the Doppler clutters from turbine scattering. 
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